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FOREWORD

This book has been prepared for the Ordnance Department in connection

with the training course being conducted by General Motors Corporation.



Introduction

The Browning Machine Gun, caliber .50, M2, aircraft basic, is a highly efficient automatic
weapon built to precision standards. It is an air-cooled, alternate feed gun and, as such, may
be fed from either the right or left side. It may be mounted on either a rigid or flexible mount.
Manual cocking and loading of the gun is necessary before it is ready to function automatically.
Then it may be fired by a mechanical or electrical accessory or by a manual trigger and
trigger bar. While firing, all mechanical action is automatically performed by the gun itself
and it will fire between 750 and 850 rounds per minute.

To care for the gun properly, so it will fire and keep on firing when needed, it is essential that
its mechanical action be thoroughly understood and this manual is published for that purpose.

The general appearance of this gun may be noted in Figure 1, which shows a top and side
view of the complete aircraft basic gun.

y COVER ASSEMBLY

Top View

BACK PLATE . s RECEIVER i BARREL JACKET

/

Side View

Figure 1 Browning Machine Gun Caliber .50, M2, Aircraft Basic
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General Description

RECEIVER AND BARREL JACKET
GROUP

The receiver and barrel jacket form the main exterior portions of the gun, and in gun opera-
tion are stationary or non-recoiling. These separate assemblies may be noted in Figure 2 and
their relative position in the gun may be seen in Figure 1.

°

Barrel Jacket Assembly

Receiver Assembly

Figure 2 Receiver and Barrel Jacket Group



General Description

BACK PLATE GROUP
The back plate is assembled to the rear of the receiver, forming an end cover. See Figure 3
and Figure 1.
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Figure 3 Back Plate Group
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General Description

BOLT GROUP (alternate feed)

The driving spring runs lengthwise of the gun with one end resting against the back plate.
The bolt group is housed in the upper forward portion of the receiver, and slides backward
and forward during operation. See Figure 4.
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Top View
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Driving Spring Assembly

Figure 4 Bolt Group (Alternate Feed) and Driving Spring
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General Description

OIL BUFFER BODY AND OIL
BUFFER GROUP

The oil buffer body and oil buffer group are contained in the lower rear portion of the receiver.
The bolt slides over the top of the oil buffer body during the back portion of the stroke. See

Figure 5.

OIL BUFFER

OIL BUFFER BODY

Top View

Right Side View

% Figure 5 Oil Buffer Body and Oil Buffer Group



General Description

BARREL AND BARREL EXTENSION
GROUP

The barrel extension is screwed onto the breech end of the barrel to form a single unit, and the
barrel slides inside of the barrel jacket. Thus the normal position of the barrel extension is in
the lower forward portion of the receiver. See Figure 7. The bolt slides in grooves of the barrel
extension.

Top View

Right Side View

Figure 7 Barrel Extension Group
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General Description

COVER AND BELT FEED
GROUP

The cover and belt feed group is
hinged at its forward end to the top
front portion of the receiver. See

Figure 8 and Figure 1.

COVER AND BELT FEED GROUP

Figure 8 Cover and Belt
Feed Group



Specifications 16.20

BROWNING MACHINE GUN, CALIBER .50, M2
Aircraft Basic

GENERAL DATA (approximate)

Feee RS ELT Wa CI eit ea
Ge Ee ia oe gs Nt Ri ald. 1 ee OC Rae a
WEE OF Pee Ce eeea wk alg + 200 grains (0.46 oz.)

Weight of Cartridge.........4.CORREV eSi SRE NT LO ees 4.20 oz.

Weight of 100 Cartridges in Metallic Links...................30.25 lbs.

Ee I ek ReNyee yl 10 lbs.

TR eR GN ya I, Oe Ua -... 36 inches

bes)Se ra Ren a ra Lt. haan,
TeFE ie Ey OR i 2 1 turn in 15,inches

Creer) Lanai Gt Gam ee een oo, 66 128 sens

i ee le UO TE ue i wy 2,750 ft. per sec.

(1,875 mi. per hr.)

ES ihe AMOINTS NRE ELA HES UC RUM) SYP ut CO SIRO GP Ne 750 to 850 rounds per minute

er cy eee alee: amma uly aM gta Ng 7,200 yards (4.1 miles)

|i ,

Figure 8A Ammunition Belt Links

Single cartridges or rounds are first assembled into a series of nested links as shown in Figure
8A. This forms a flexible ammunition belt with a single unused link trailing on one end and a

double used link on the other. The double link end is fed into the gun.
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Specifications

20 MM.

OR .787 INCHES

CALIBER .50

OR .50 INCHES

CALIBER .30

‘OR .30 INCHES

CALIBER .22

OR .22 INCHES
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Figure 9 Caliber Illustration
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General Functioning

The Browning Machine Gun, Caliber .50, M2, is an air-cooled gun capable of attaining a

rate of fire between 750 and 850 rounds a minute.

Although this gun is an automatic weapon, it is necessary to ‘‘cock”’ it manually to start the
operating sequence. Assume that the gun is cocked, and that the first cartridge is in its firing
position in a chamber in the rear portion of the gun barrel.

When any cartridge is fired, the burning powder violently generates gas which, since it is
confined by the cartridge case and barrel, exerts a tremendous pressure. This pressure reaches
50,000 pounds per square inch, and since this pressure pushes against the back face of the
bullet, which up to this moment is still within the cartridge case and which has a diameter of
one-half inch, a driving force of five tons pushes the bullet out of the barrel. This same force
tries to drive the cartridge case out of the chamber toward the rear. Such action is
prevented by having the bolt positively locked against the rear of the cartridge at the instant
of firing.

Figure 9A Cutaway View of Gun
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General Functioning

When the cartridge is fired the force of recoil carries the barrel, barrel extension, and bolt
(known as the recoiling portion) backward a short distance. See Figure 10A. This motion
unlocks the bolt from the barrel and barrel extension, and the bolt throws back farther toward
the rear against a spring. This spring serves to drive the bolt forward again. The empty case is
withdrawn by the bolt from the barrel chamber and the next cartridge is extracted from the
supply belt.

The long rearward motion ot the bolt is checked and as it surges forward the empty case is

ejected and the next cartridge is moved into the barrel chamber. See Figure 10B. The short,
rearward motion of the barrel and barrel extension is checked by the oil buffer and its spring;
this buffer spring serves to drive them forward again. This motion locks the bolt to the barrel,
thus again preventing the case from being driven toward the rear. The last forward motion of
the bolt and barrel causes the firing pin to strike the cartridge, providing a means of releasing
the sear is furnished. This cycle continues as long as trigger action is maintained and as long
as ammunition is supplied.

Recoiling Portion

OIL BUFFER BODY

\
\

ys 6 | AULULALLLLLLL SELLE
\ ea

Figure 10A

BOLT BARREL EXTENSION BARREL

Figure 10B
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Functions and Details

BACK PLATE GROUP
The back plate, besides enclosing the back end of the receiver, also houses the final bolt recoil
cushioning parts. See Figure 11. It also acts as a stop for the oil buffer group. The plate slides
downward into grooves in the receiver side plates and is latched in place with a latch and
latch lock. ;

Assembled and compressed into the projecting cylindrical portion is a stack of lightly greased
fiber discs which are headed on the forward end by the buffer plate. The final movement of
the bolt is stopped by the fiber discs as the bolt strikes this buffer plate, and these discs assist
in starting the forward movement.

Although the back end of the driving spring group is retained during assembly by inserting
the driving spring rod retaining pin into a hole in the receiver, in actual operation the force
of the spring is counteracted by the back plate.

The back plate furnished with the basic gun is intended for fixed mount, remote firing applica-
tions. If the gun is to be used in a flexible manner, the necessary handle and manual trigger
parts are added. An auxiliary filler piece is supplied with the basic gun to close the opening
provided for a manual trigger.

|

BACK PLATE LATCH—B8949
:

LOCK SPRING—A152875 esi oie pes omuerniaaatie tanlih
LOCK PIN—A13581 wy

ll
““__ LOWER FILLER 3

PIECE—A152750 3 ADJUSTING SCREW—A152834 bs:
- ri BUFFER DISC—A152835 j

SPRING—A9356 A PLATE—A152869
FILLER PIECE PIN—A152854

<>

PLUNGER SPRING—A9300 SRE
LATCH LOCK—B147464 aks aan

PLUNGER—A152839
LATCH LOCK AND LOWER FILLER FILLER PIECE PIN—A9275
PIECE COTTER PIN—BFAXIBB

BACK PLATE FILLER PIECE —A152753

Figure 11 Back Plate Details
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Functions and Details

BOLT GROUP (alternate feed)

SEAR

Back End Right Side

Figure 12 Bolt Group (alternate feed)

Tea TRIGGER TRIGGER BAR PIN aera BAR dete iin PIN EXTENSION EIRING PIN

‘ FIRING PIN SPRING

Figure 13 Firing Mechanism

The bolt group is probably second in importance to the receiver. It holds the cartridge firmly
in the chamber when it is fired; it withdraws the empty case and ejects; it extracts a fresh
cartridge from the belt and inserts it in the chamber; it actuates the belt feed mechanism.
The sear mechanism, when actuated by a trigger, trips the cocked firing pin, causing the
gun to fire.

As may be noted in Figure 12, the sear, which moves vertically in the back end of the bolt,
may be depressed by pushing down on the small protrusion which extends up beyond the top
of the bolt. When a manual trigger is supplied, the sear is depressed in this manner by means

of the trigger bar in the top of the receiver. The downward motion of the sear unhooks or

releases the firing pin extension, Figure 13. This extension, along with the firing pin, snaps
forward under the action of the cocked or compressed firing pin spring, and the tip of the
firing pin protrudes from the front end of the bolt, thus striking the cartridge primer.
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Functions and Details

BOLT GROUP (alternate feed)

pop PLATE BRACKET SEAR STOP SEAR STOP PIN

SEAR SLIDE

i

Figure 14 Back End
of Bolt

SEAR

Figure 15 Cocking Mechanism

The sear may also be actuated by side pressure on the end of the sear slide, Figure 14. This
slide may be assembled either right or left hand, and suitable openings in both side plates of
the receiver permit the gun to be fired from either the right or the left side. The necessary pres-
sure may be supplied by electrical (solenoid) means or by a cable attachment which fastens
to the side plate.

Although the sear is constantly being forced upward by the sear spring, it is retained in its slot
by the sear slide. See Figure 14. The sear stop pin projects downward through the body of the
bolt to act as a stop for the firing pin spring. See Figure 15.

.

The cocking lever, which at its lower end engages with a slot in the firing pin extension, has
its top end projecting above the bolt. This top end engages with a cam in the top plate bracket
of the receiver to cock the firing pin.
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Functions and Details

BOLT GROUP (alternate feed)
EJECTOR PIN—A9273
EJECTOR—B9732

EXTRACTOR ASSEMBLY—B8959 EJECTOR SPRING—A9523

COCKING LEVER—B9718 EATRACTOR-< GOSH SSS \
LEVER PIN—A9383 ei

SEAR SLIDE—A13595 i,
BOLT STUD— A13424|

FIRING PIN—B17171 7 Ve

| ALTERNATE FEED BOLT—D28256
ALTERNATE FEED BOLT ASSEMBLY—B147463

SEAR SPRING—A9524 RECOIL PLATE—A152858

[je swircn STUD—A13529

SEAR—C4067 sr — ==

SEAR STOP ASSEMBLY—B8788

had FIRING PIN EXTENSIONa

BOLT SWITCH—C4062

nae SPRING ROD AND SPRING ASSEMBLY—C64305

Figure 16 Bolt Group Details

The top surface of the bolt has two diagonal ways or grooves which act as cams to actuate the
belt feed mechanism in the cover. See Figure 16. The bolt switch fits into the circular depression
on top of the bolt and may be assembled to make one or the other of these two ways continuous,
the selection depending on whether ammunition will be fed from the right or left side.

The extractor which fits into a circular hole on the left-hand side of the bolt, withdraws a

cartridge from the belt and places it in the T-slot at the front end of the bolt. The extractor stop
pin stops the extractor in its downward swing on the counter-recoil stroke.

The ejector is fastened to the end of the extractor, and helps to position a new cartridge in the
feed-way when ammunition is being fed from the right-hand side. It also guides a new cartridge
into the chamber, and pushes the last empty case out of the T-slot.

A driving spring assembly fits into a lengthwise hole in the bolt, and is compressed by the rear-

ward motion of the bolt. After the bolt recoil has been stopped by the back plate, the spring
drives the bolt forward. This assembly actually has two springs, one nested inside the other,
and both are slipped over a rod with suitable end retaining parts. ‘
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Functions and Details

BARREL AND BARREL
EXTENSION GROUP

BARREL—D35348A

Figure 17 Barrel -

BARREL EXTENSION SHANK—B9728 BARREL EXTENSION ASSEMBLY——C4082
|

—i—- BREECH LOCK—B8925 BARREL LOCKING
SPRING——B8908

PIN ASSEMBLY—B8784

Figure 18 Barrel Extension Details

The function of the barrel is to direct the discharged projectile. The rifling or grooving causes

the projectile to rotate and maintain direction and prevent tumbling.

The barrel is of one piece, threaded at the rear or breech end to screw into the barrel extension.
See Figure 17. Although the barrel tapers toward the front or muzzle end, the last portion is
ground straight so as to permit it to slide in the front bearing of the barrel jacket. A chamber is
formed in the barrel at the breech end which has the exact contour of the cartridge. A series
of notches or serrations is formed in the rear cylindrical outer surface. When the barrel is
screwed into the barrel extension, one end of the barrel locking spring (Figure 18) fits into these
serrations to prevent any change in the degree of engagement between the barrel and barrel
extension during firing.. Should adjustment be necessary (described later) it can readily be
made against the tension of the barrel locking spring.
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Functions and Details

BARREL AND BARREL
EXTENSION GROUP

BOLT BARREL EXTENSION BARREL

Figure 19 Recoiling Portion

BREECH LOCK

Engaged Disengaged

Figure 20 Breech Lock

The barrel extension has lengthwise grooves in which the bolt rides, and further, it houses the
breech lock. The breech lock serves to lock the bolt to the barrel extension during and after
firing. See Figure 19 and Figure 20.

Fastened to the back end of the barrel extension is the barrel extension shank which engages
the oil buffer. The shank is fastened very securely into the extension by a pin.
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Functions and Details

OIL BUFFER BODY AND OIL
BUFFER GROUP

DEPRESSOR ACCELERATOR BOLT

Figure 21 Breech Lock Depressor Figure 22 Accelerator
TUBE LOCK—B8787A

DEPRESSOR RIVET—A9283

BODY ASSEMBLY—C3941
DEPRESSOR—B9712

OIL BUFFER GUIDE—B9715 oe teAGESLER OTR Tt

ACCELERATOR PIN ASSEMBLY—B8790
SPRING LOCK—A9266

Figure 23 Oil Buffer Body Details Vv
On the recoil or rearward stroke of the barrel extension the breech lock pin is engaged by the
breech lock depressors which are riveted to the oil buffer body. See Figure 21. The depressors
cause the breech lock to unlock the bolt from the barrel extension.

The accelerator is assembled into the forward portion of the oil buffer body. See Figure 22.
On the recoil stroke it assists in driving the bolt to the rear. See Figure 22. During the rearward
or recoil stroke the claws on the accelerator bear against the shoulders on the barrel exten-
sion shank, thus locking and preventing the barrel extension from moving forward on the
counter-recoil stroke until the bolt strikes and moves the accelerator forward. Thus the locking

- movement of the breech lock is timed so as to bring the lock up exactly when the notch in the
bolt is in position.

A flat spring in a groove in the bottom of the oil buffer body (see Figure 23) exerts pressure
against the bottom of the accelerator to keep it in the locked position until released by the bolt.
The back end of the spring projects beyond the buffer body in such a way that a bevel on the
bottom edge of the back plate forces the spring forward. This insures the spring will hold the
accelerator very firmly in the locked position; thus the main body of the bolt will pass over the
accelerator without interference until the back lug on the bolt actually strikes the accelerator.
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Functions and Details

OIL BUFFER BODY AND OIL
BUFFER GROUP

PISTON VALVE ASSEMBLY PISTON ROD HEAD

RELIEF VALVE SCREWFi 24 RELIEF VALVEigure RELIEF VALVE SPRING

Oil Buffer Cutaway

SCREW—A9361 <

~ TUBE—C8146 SPRING—-B9832
PISTON HEAD NUT—A9267

— PISTON VALVE ASSEMBLY—B8969 PISTON ROD ASSEMBLY—B8763

TUBE CAP—B9731

-_
4 . GUIDE KEY—A9520

PISTON ROD HEAD—B17169
——- NUT PIN—A9380 o_ “ SPRING GUIDE—A9518

RELIEF VALVE Rososet SPRING GUIDE ASSEMBLY—B8782
VALVE BERINDokboes s PACKING GLAND PLUG—A9277

\ GLAND PACKING—A9279A
VALVE SCREW—A9360

GLAND RING—A9297
GLAND SPRING—A9299 ~

Figure 25
Oil Buffer Details

The oil buffer serves to absorb and partially store the recoil energy of the barrel and barrel
extension during the recoil stroke. See Figure 24. This stored energy is given up by the oil buffer
spring to drive the barrel extension and barrel forward. The shock absorbing action of the
spring is supplemented by a piston and oil cylinder in the rear of the oil buffer spring. See
Figure 24 and Figure 25. The degree of oil leakage across the piston on the recoil stroke controls
the rate of fire. This may be adjusted manually.

The piston rod and head may slide but are prevented from rotating by the guide key seating
in the slot in the oil buffer body. See Figure 25. The piston valve may be rotated to change
the leakage aperture at the edge of the piston by turning the oil buffer tube against the restrain-
ing action of the lock spring in the tube serrations.

A relief valve in the oil buffer tube cap permits some oil to escape on the initial recoil stroke as

the piston rod crowds into the oil filled cylinder. It also allows for oil expansion due to tempera-
ture rise.
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Functions and Details -

RECEIVER AND BARREL
JACKET GROUP

TRUNNION BLOCK COVER PIN

TOP PLATE R. H. SIDE PLATE TRUNNION BLOCK

a

MOUNTING HOLES
BOTTOM PLATE

Figure 26 Receiver Assembly

_ RECEIVER , BARREL JACKET
/

Figure 27 Right Side View of Gun and Receiver

The receiver is probably the most important portion of the gun since it is the “backbone” or

main strength member. As such it includes the mountings by which the gun is supported. See

Figure 26 and Figure 27. In addition it forms a strong, accurate housing to protect and position
the working parts of the gun. It also contains a part of, and supports the remainder of, the
ammunition feeding mechanism. It is further utilized to support the various types of trigger
mechanisms which are necessary for the different services to which the basic gun may be
adapted (i.e., fixed mounting, remote firing as in airplane wing installations, or flexible mount-
ing, manual trigger as in tanks). The barrel jacket is supported by the receiver.

The receiver is made of two steel side plates riveted at their forward portion to a trunnion block;
with top and bottom plates riveted to the side plates toward the rear. On top at the extreme
forward portion of the receiver a trunnion block cover protects the sight grooves until such time
as a sight is installed.
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Functions and Details

RECEIVER AND BARREL
JACKET GROUP

TOP PLATE ASSEMBLY—C4087 Souacee sf LEFT HAND SIDE PLATE ASSEMBLY—C4085ol ~ PIN-Bs683 sie
SPRING—B894

- ty

ase
SWITCH—B147461

TRIGGER BAR—B894

PAWL COTTER PIN—BFAXIBE ]
PAWL SPRING—A13520

0 € COVER DETENT PAWL

q ASSEMBLY—B8515

‘ _eBLOCK COVER—A13588

( BREECH LOCK CAM—B147583
. BOLT—A152938

NUT—A152939 ind
COVER PIN—A13546

‘

COTTER PIN—BFAXIDK

Figure 28 Receiver Details

Directly below the trunnion block cover is a detent pawl which meshes with the cover to retain
same in one of three open or raised positions. See Figure 28. The top front of the receiver is open
to permit access to the bolt and belt feed mechanism.

Riveted to the underside of the top plate is the top plate bracket which supports the trigger
bar pin on which the trigger bar pivots. The trigger bar is assembled in all caliber .50 basic
guns even though some applications which demand firing from remote position do not use this
piece. Front and rear trigger bar stops are also provided. The top plate bracket has suitable
cams for engaging the cocking lever of the bolt. Riveted to the underside of the top plate is the
bolt latch bracket which, although part of all basic guns, is used only on those applications
which require single shot guns.

The rear of the receiver is slotted to receive the back plate.

The bottom plate carries the breech lock cam which because of a machined shoulder “‘floats”’
slightly when bolted down. This cam may havea steel insert or plug in the wearing surface.

The bottom front portion of the receiver is open to permit empty cartridge cases to be ejected.

A switch is pivoted on the inside of the left side plate, with a hairpin spring recessed in a recess

in the plate under the switch.
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Functions and Details

RECEIVER AND BARREL
JACKET GROUP

LEFT HAND SIDE PLATE ASSEMBLY—C4085

¢~ CARTRIDGE REAR STOP—A13540

\ y> PAWL PIN ASSEMBLY—B8963

\ wt — « mens BELT HOLDING PAWL—B8916

a | Sa ———« CARTRIDGE FRONT STOP—A13539

f t+ BEARING SCREW—A152829
<-PAWL SPRING—A9522

yp TRUNNION BLOCK—C4076 © ADAPTER—C4052
;

\

R.H. SIDE PLATE ASSEMBLY—C4086 =
REAR R. H. CARTRIDGE
STOP ASSEMBLY—C77409 wh LOCK—A13565een : Simal ‘ “SPRING A13566

COTTER PIN—BFAXICE

~~ ‘oa

PAWL PIN ASSEMBLY—B8963 > \ \

Figure 29 Receiver Details (Front Portion)

The front end of the receiver is formed by the trunnion block which is threaded to fit into the

trunnion adapter. See Figure 29. A suitable shim is inserted between the trunnion block and

adapter so that the adapter when screwed on tightly will position to line up with the other

mountings.
The side plates are notched at the top front portion so that a cartridge belt may be fed into the
gun from either side. At these notches the belt holding pawl brackets are riveted to each side
plate. These brackets support the belt holding pawl and the cartridge stops, and are so built
that parts may be assembled on either right or left side to permit feeding ammunition from
either the right or left side. The link stripper and rear cartridge stop are used for right-hand
feed only. The rear right-hand cartridge stop assembly is used for left-hand feed only. The
cartridge aligning pawl, which is part of this cartridge stop assembly helps to position a

cartridge in the feedway when ammunition is being fed from the left-hand side.
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Functions and Details -

RECEIVER AND BARREL
JACKET GROUP

BEARING—B8910

a
BEARING SCREW—A13655 ~~

BARREL JACKET ASSEMBLY BEARING SCREW—A13655
(WITH FRONT BEARING) —C64290

BARREL JACKET ASSEMBLY
(LESS FRONT BEARING) —C4077

Figure 30 Barrel Jacket Details

The barrel jacket is perforated to permit air to blow through onto the barrel for cooling purposes.
See Figure 30. The jacket is stationary, and prevents any object from interfering or rubbing
against the barrel which must move during firing. It screws into the trunnion and is locked in
place with a small set screw. The front barrel bearing is screwed into the front end of the barrel
jacket and is locked in place with two small screws.
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- Functions and Details

COVER AND BELT
FEED GROUP

BELT FEED PAWL

/
( BELT FEED LEVER

“—- BELT FEED SLIDE

Figure 31

The cover permits access to the bolt, and belt holding parts. On the underside of the cover is

the belt feed mechanism. See Figure 31.

The front or hinge end of the cover is serrated so that it may be retained in one of several open
positions. A latch is built into the back end of the cover so as to lock it securely to the receiver.
This latch may be assembled right or left-hand, depending on the type of slide used.

Operating in a crosswise groove on the underside of the cover is the belt feed slide. This is
actuated by the belt feed lever, one end of which rides in the ways on top of the bolt. The belt
feed slide carries the belt feed pawl which on each stroke snaps over a new cartridge and pulls
it into position so that it may be extracted from the belt. The pawl, slide, and lever may be
reversed to change the direction of feed.

The cover extractor cam is riveted to the underside of the cover. This cam forces the extractor
and new cartridge downward as the bolt travels toward the rear. The cover extractor spring
which is also assembled to the underside of the cover limits the upward movement of the ex-

tractor during the final forward motion of the bolt. See Figure 31A for complete details of cover

and belt feed group.
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Functions and Details

COVER AND BELT
FEED GROUP

BELT FEED PAWL ASSEMBLY
Bs9g61 j

PAWL ARM—B8914
PAWL SPRING—A9351

PAWL PIN ieBs962

EXTRACTOR SPRING STUD—A9365 EXTRACTOR SPRING—B9741

SLIDE ASSEMBLY—B261110

LATCH COVER SPRING—B8931—z
BRACKET—A152752 CNM EThe ane EXTR italia CA M—C64279

COVER ASSEMBLY—C4081
STUD COTTER PIN- c=)
BFAXICE

LATCH SPRING STUD—A9366

COTTER PIN—BFAXIDD

SHAFT COTTER PIN-—* 2°

COVER PIN—A9271 BELT FEED LEVER—C64278 er BFAXIBB

LEVER PLUNGER SPRING—A13516 * SHAFT ATEN.
A13545

LEVER PLUNGER—A13515

COVER LATCH—B8928

LATCH SHAFT ASSEMBLY—B8964

Figure 31A Cover and Belt Feed Details
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Detailed Functioning

In the description of the detailed functioning of the caliber .50 Browning
Machine Gun which appears on the following pages, it is assumed that, first,

the ammunition belt has been properly started into the gun and the cover has

been closed and latched, second, the gun has been manually cocked and a

cartridge is in its proper position in the chamber and ready to be fired and,

third, a manual trigger and trigger bar are to be used to fire the gun.

Each time a cartridge is fired, the mechanical action within the gun involves

many parts moving simultaneously or in their proper order. To gain a working
knowledge of the operation of these parts and their relationship to each other,

the action has been separated into various phases. These are described in

the following order:

1. FIRING

2. RECOILING

3. COUNTER-RECOILING

4. COCKING

5. AUTOMATIC FIRING

6. FEEDING

7. EXTRACTING AND EJECTING
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Detailed Functioning

FIRING
[ TRIGGER BAR vA FIRING PIN EXTENSION [ CARTRIDGE
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Figure 32

FIRING PIN SPRING

When the gun has been loaded and the firing pin spring has been cocked or compressed
manually, the firing mechanism is as shown in Figure 32. The gun is now ready to fire.

TRIGGER TRIGGER BAR PIN FIRING PIN EXTENSION EIRING PINa gat BAR Y

\
\ FIRING PIN SPRING

Figure 33

When the trigger is pressed it raises the back end of the trigger bar. The trigger bar pivots on

the trigger bar pin, causing the front end to press down on the top ¢” the sear. The sear is forced
down until the notch in the sear is disengaged from the Sian the firing pin extension. The
firing pin and firing pin extension are driven forward by the firing pin spring to fire the
cartridge. See Figure 33.
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Detailed Functioning

RECOILING
BOLT BARREL EXTENSION BARREL

Figure 34

The complete cycle of the recoiling portion of the gun, which takes place as each cartridge is
fired, consists of the recoil stroke when certain parts of the gun move rearward and the counter-
recoil stroke when these same parts move forward. At the instant of firing, the barrel, barrel
extension, and bolt, known as the recoiling portion, are in the forward position in the gun, as

shown in Figure 34.

BREECH LOCK
ACCELERATOR BOLT 5 rDEPRESSOR

BOLT BREECH LOCK
; vw

said

BREECH —~ BREECH~ BREECHACCELERATOR’ BARREL BREECH
EXTENSION LOCK CAM LOCK CAM LOCK LOCK PIN

Figure 35 Figure 36

At this time the bolt is held securely against the base of the cartridge by the breech lock which
extends up from the barrel extension into a notch in the underside of the bolt. See Figure 35.

After the cartridge explodes and as the bullet travels out of the barrel, the force of recoil drives
the recoiling portion rearward. During the first three-quarters inch of travel the breech lock is
pushed back off the breech lock cam step. See Figure 36. This permits the breech lock to be
forced down out of the notch in the bolt by the breech lock depressors engaging the breech lock
pin. This unlocks the bolt.
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Detailed Functioning

RECOILING
ACCELERATOR BOLT BARREL EXTENSION
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As the recoiling portion moves toward the rear

the barrel extension rolls the accelerator rear-

ward. The tip of the accelerator strikes the
lower projection on the bolt and hastens or

accelerates the bolt to the rear. See Figure 37.
(Note breech lock completely disengaged from
bolt notch.)

BREECH LOCK

Figure 37

OIL BUFFER BODY
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Figure 38

The barrel and barrel extension have a total rearward travel of one and one-eighth inches at
which time they are completely stopped by the oil buffer body assembly. See Figure 38.

OIL BUFFER BODY BARREL EXTENSION SHANK a

OIL BUFFER SPRING

ACCELERATOR CLAW / \ ACCELERATOR

Figure 39

During this recoil of one and one-eighth inches the oil buffer spring is compressed in the oil
buffer body by the barrel extension shank. The spring is locked in the compressed position by
the claws of the accelerator which are moved against the shoulders of the barrel extension
shank. See Figure 39. re



Detailed Functioning

RECOILING
a OIL BUFFER SPRING

PISTON VALVE PISTON ROD HEAD

Figure 40

The oil buffer assists the oil buffer spring in bringing the barrel and barrel extension to rest

during the recoil stroke, as shown in Figure 40. During the one and one-eighth inch of rearward
travel the piston rod head is forced from the forward end of the oil buffer tube to the rear. The

oil at the rear of the oil buffer tube under pressure of the piston escapes to the front side of the

piston. Its only path is through restricted notches between the edge of the piston rod head and
the oil buffer tube.

BUFFER PLATE

CaUMMUNNNH)

BUFFER DISCS

Figure 4]

The bolt travels rearward for a total of seven and one-eighth inches. During this travel the two
nested driving springs are compressed. The rearward stroke of the bolt is finally stopped as the
bolt strikes the buffer plate, as shown in Figure 41. Thus, part of the recoil energy of the bolt is
stored in the driving springs and the remainder is absorbed by the buffer discs in the backplate.
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Detailed Functioning

COUNTER-RECOILING
DRIVING SPRING

L

; BOLT ;~ ACCELERATOR

y

Figure 42

After completion of the recoil stroke the bolt is forced forward by the energy stored in the driving
spring and the compressed buffer discs. When the bolt has moved forward about five inches
the tip of the accelerator is struck by a projection on the bottom of the bolt. See Figure 42.
This rolls the accelerator forward.

OIL BUFFER SPRING BARREL EXTENSION SHANK ACCELERATOR

ACCELERATOR CLAW BARREL EXTENSION

Figure 43

As the accelerator rolls forward the accelerator claws are moved away from the shoulders of
the barrel extension shank. This releases the oil buffer spring. The energy stored in the spring
shoves the barrel extension and barrel forward. See Figure 43.
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Detailed Functioning

COUNTER-RECOILING

PISTON VALVE | ‘ PISTON ROD HEAD

Figure 44

No restriction to motion is desired on the forward or counter recoil stroke of the barrel and barrel
extension; therefore, on the forward stroke additional openings for oil flow are provided in the
piston rod head of the oil buffer assembly. The piston valve is forced away from the piston rod
head as the parts move forward, uncovering these additional openings. This provides an addi-
tional path and permits oil to escape freely at the opening in the center of the piston valve as

well as at the edge of the piston valve next to the tube wall, as shown in Figure 44.

ACCELERATOR

Figure 45

BOLT BREECH LOCK

BARREL
EXTENSION

BREECH
LOCK CAM
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As the barrel extension moves

forward the breech lock en-

gages the breech lock cam

and is forced upward. The
bolt, which has been con-

tinuing its forward motion
since striking the accelera-
tor, has at this instant
reacheda position where the
notch on the underside is
directly above the breech
lock, thus permitting the
breech lock to engage the
bolt. See Figure 45. The bolt
is thereby locked to the
breech end of the barrel just
before the recoiling portion
reaches the firing position.



Detailed Functioning

COCKING
COCKING LEVER SEAR STOP PINTOP PLATE BRACKET

COCKING LEVER : BOLT SEAR SPRING: FIRING PIN SPRING FIRING PIN EXTENSION

Figure 46 Figure 47

TOP PLATE BRACKET BOLT

COCKING LEVER FIRING PIN EXTENSION

Figure 48 Figure 49

The act of cocking the gun is begun as the bolt starts to recoil immediately after firing. Thus the
tip of the cocking lever which is in the V-slot in the top plate bracket, as shown in Figure 46,
is forced forward.
The cocking lever is pivoted so that the lower end forces the firing pin extension rearward. The
firing pin spring is thus compressed against the sear stop pin. The shoulder at the back end
of the firing pin extension is hooked over the notch at the bottom of the sear under pressure of
the sear spring. See Figure 47.

During the forward motion of the bolt the tip of the cocking lever enters the V-slot of the top
plate bracket. See Figure 48. This action swings the bottom of the cocking lever out of the path
of the firing pin extension, as shown in Figure 49; thus permitting the firing pin to snap forward
to fire the cartridge.
When the recoiling portion is almost in the forward position the gun is ready to fire. If no trigger
action is given at this instant, the recoiling portion assumes its final forward position, as shown
in Figure 49, and the gun ceases to fire. The parts are now in the position shown in Figure 32
and the gun is again ready to fire.
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Detailed Functioning

AUTOMATIC FIRING

TRIGGER BAR

SEAR FIRING PIN EXTENSION

Figure 50

For automatic firing the trigger is pressed and held down. The sear is depressed as its tip is

carried against the cam surface of the trigger bar by the forward movement of the bolt near the

end of the counter-recoil stroke. See Figure 50. The notch in the bottom of the sear releases the

firing pin extension and the firing pin, thus automatically firing the next cartridge at the

completion of the forward stroke. The gun fires automatically as long as trigger action is

maintained and until the ammunition supply is exhausted.
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Detailed Functioning

‘ FEEDING

BELT FEED LEVER BELT FEED SLIDE

Figure 51

The belt feed mechanism is actuated by the bolt. When the bolt is in the forward position the belt
feed slide is within the confines of the gun. Figure 51 shows the mechanism as from above with
the cover removed. A stud at the rear of the belt feed lever is engaged in the diagonal groove
or way in the top of the bolt.

BOLT BELT FEED LEVER BELT FEED SLIDE

ee
“soremeenctnn:ee

Figure 52

As the bolt moves rearward during recoil the belt feed lever is pivoted. The forward end of the
belt feed lever moves the belt feed slide out of the side of the gun and over the ammunition belt.
Note: Ammunition feed in Figure 52 is from the left side of the gun. Feed from either side is pos-

sible with all caliber .50, M2 guns.
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Detailed Functioning

FEEDING
BELT FEED SLIDE BELT FEED SLIDE

BELT
FEED
PAWL

BELT
HOLDING
PAWL

CARTRIDGE

Figure 53 Figure 54

. BELT FEED SLIDE BELT FEED PAWL

BELT FEED
PAWL

BELT
HOLDING
PAWL

Figure 55 Figure 56

The ammunition belt is pulled into the gun by the belt feed pawl which is attached to the belt
feed slide. When the bolt is forward the belt feed pawl has positioned a cartridge directly
above the chamber. The belt holding pawl is in a raised position to prevent the ammunition
belt from falling out of the gun. See Figure 53.

As the bolt recoils the belt feed slide is moved out over the belt, and the belt feed pawl pivots so
as to ride over the next cartridge, as shown in Figure 54.

At the end of the recoil stroke the travel of the belt feed slide is sufficient to permit the belt feed
pawl to snap down behind the next cartridge in order to pull the belt into the gun. See Figure 55.

As the bolt moves forward on the counter-recoil stroke the belt is pulled into the gun by the
belt feed pawl. The belt holding pawl is forced downward as a cartridge is pulled over it, as
shown in Figure 56. When the forward stroke of the bolt is completed the belt holding pawl
snaps up behind the cartridge, as shown in Figure 53.
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Detailed Functioning

EXTRACTING AND EJECTING
DRIVING SPRING EXTRACTOR

ora re

cee EMPTY CASE | J oraneer

Figure 57

As recou starts, a cartridge is drawn from the ammunition belt by the extractor. The empty case
is withdrawn from the chamber by the T-slot in the front face of the bolt. See Figure 57.

BREECH LOCK
ACCELERATOR BOLT__ DEPRESSOR

PELEEERRELEREEELREOALLL) \
The empty case having been expanded by the
force of explosion fits the chamber very snug-
ly and the possibility exists of tearing the
case if the withdrawal is too rapid. To pre-
vent this and to insure slow initial ‘with-
drawal, the top, front edge of the breech lock
and front side of the notch in the bolt are
beveled, as shown in Figure 58. Thus, as the
breech lock is disengaged, the bolt moves
away from the barrel and barrel extension
in a gradual manner.

BREECH BREECH BREECH
LOCK CAM LOCK LOCK PIN

Figure 58

BOLT COVER EXTRACTOR CAM Me EXTRACTOR

‘\

HARA

Figure 59

As the bolt moves to the rear the cover extractor cam forces the extractor down, causing the
cartridge to enter the T-slot in the bolt, as shown in Figure 59.
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Detailed Functioning

EXTRACTING AND EJECTING
EXTRACTOR SWITCH aki

Figure 60

As the extractor is forced down a lug on the side of the extractor rides against the top of the

switch causing the switch to pivot downward at the rear, as can be seen in Figure 60. Near the

end of the rearward movement of the bolt the lug on the extractor overrides the end of the

switch, and the switch snaps up to its normal position.

COVER EXTRACTOR SPRING ereaCAM

¥
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Figure 61

On counter-recoil the extractor and cartridge are forced farther downward by the extractor lug
riding on the under side of the switch. The cartridge pushes the empty case out of the T-slot. The

extractor stop pin in the bolt limits the downward travel of the extractor so that the cartridge,
assisted by the curvature of the ejector, enters the chamber. See Figure 61. (The ejector also

ejects the last empty case.) When the cartridge is practically chambered the extractor rides

up on the extractor cam, compresses the cover extractor spring, and snaps into the groove

in the next cartridge in the belt.
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Safety Rules

(A) SHOP SAFETY RULES:
te

2.

10.

Make sure that the gun is securely anchored in the mountings. Never lay a gun down
where it may fall.
Make sure that the chamber of the barrel and the T-slot of the bolt are free from cart-
ridges.

Never cock the gun against the pressure of the driving spring rod with the back plate
removed from the gun.

Never use a cloth or waste to apply oil to the working parts of the gun, as lint may be
left on the parts which would interfere with the operation. Oil must always be applied
with a brush.

Never leave twisted ends of locking wires or cotter pins exposed.

Never alter or force any part or assembly in such a manner as would tend to make
such a part or assembly not interchangeable.
Always make sure that the gun has been checked and adjusted for proper head space.

Be sure that the cocking lever always points forward when the bolt is placed in the
receiver. See assembly instructions on proper method of assembling the cocking lever
in the bolt.

. Keep tools and bench neat and clean. Maintenance and repair of the caliber .50
machine gun requires careful workmanship, and neatness is the sign of a good
workman.

After the gun has been function fired, pull the bolt back twice and raise the
cover. Check the T-slot and chamber to be sure no cartridges are still in the
gun. Release the firing pin spring.

(B) FIRING SAFETY RULES:
j

2
S

Before loading the gun, make sure that the bore of the barrel is clear and dry. Chamber
and bore must be free of oil.

Be sure that the gun has been properly checked for head space.

Before loading with live rounds, always test operation by hand using dummy cartridges.

Always make sure that the cover is securely latched.

Be sure that the back plate is properly in place and that the latch and latch lock are

engaged.

On a “hang fire’’ always wait ten seconds before raising the cover to avoid the pos-
sibility of the delayed explosion taking place after the cartridge has been removed
from the chamber.

The adjusting screw of the back plate should be tightened occasionally during firing.
Excess play in the discs may result in a broken back plate.

After firing, pull the bolt back twice and raise the cover. Check the T-slot
and chamber to be sure no cartridges are still in the gun. Release the firing
pin spring.
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Disassembly and Assembly

GENERAL DISASSEMBLY:
Disassembly of the caliber .50 machine gun is carried only as far as necessary for instruction,
to clean the gun properly, or to make adjustments and repairs. Parts must not be forced into
position. To strip the gun of the main groups the cover latch is released and the cover opened.
By releasing the back plate latch lock and the back plate latch, the back plate is removed.
The driving spring rod is removed by pulling the end to the left, thus releasing the retaining
pin from the hole in the side plate. The bolt is drawn to the rear until the bolt stud is in line
with the hole in the side plate, “remove stud if a slide is being used”’ and the bolt is taken out
from the rear end of the gun receiver.

Using the point of a cartridge through the hole in the side plate the spring lock is compressed
and the oil buffer body, barrel extension and barrel are removed by pulling to the rear. By
pressing the accelerator forward the oil buffer assembly is detached. By pressing on the head
of the piston rod the oil buffer is pushed out of the body. The oil buffer tube assembly should
not be stripped any further than this unless it is necessary to replace the spring because the
latter is under sufficient compression to cause serious injury. The barrel may be unscrewed
from the barrel extension.

Figure 62. Cutaway View of Gun
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Disassembly and Assembly

TO DISASSEMBLE THE BACK PLATE GROUP:
Before the back plate is removed from its locked position in the gun, the adjusting screw of the
buffer assembly may be loosened, using combination wrench No. D-28242, by turning counter-
clockwise. Care must be taken in removing the screw to avoid losing the plunger spring and
plunger.

Release the back plate latch lock and the back plate latch, and remove the back plate from
the gun by sliding upward. When the back plate has been removed, the fiber buffer discs and
the buffer plate can be readily pushed out by pushing on the buffer plate.

With a drift, force out the filler piece pin and remove the back plate filler piece. The back
plate latch is removed by forcing out the back plate latch’pin. Again care must be taken to
avoid losing the back plate latch spring. Remove the latch lock by taking out the cotter pin
and removing the pin. By pushing the sides of the latch lock spring together, the spring can be
removed. Detach the lower filler piece by removing the two cotter pins from the filler piece
pins, and removing the pins.

TO ASSEMBLE THE BACK PLATE GROUP:
Attach the lower filler piece with the extension to the left, using the two filler piece pins and
insert the cotter pins. By pushing the sides of the latch lock spring and inserting the ends in the
holes provided in the back plate latch lock with the bowed side toward the latch lock, the
spring is properly inserted.

The latch lock is attached to the extension of the lower filler piece by inserting the pin and
cotter pin. By inserting the back plate latch spring in the latch, with the other end of the spring
in the recess in the lower filler piece, the latch is pressed forward between the thumb and fore-
finger and the pin is inserted.

The filler piece is placed in the hole and the pin is inserted. Insert the buffer plate in the tube
of the back plate with the small diameter entering first. Insert the 22 fiber buffer discs and
start the adjusting screw. Replace the back plate assembly in the gun, and, using the com-

bination wrench No. D-28242, tighten the adjusting screw up to the hole in the screw. Then
insert the adjusting screw spring and plunger and tighten the adjusting screw securely.
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Disassembly and Assembly

TO DISASSEMBLE BOLT GROUP (Alternate Feed):

In disassembling the bolt group the extractor is removed by rotating it upward and pulling out
frcm the bolt. The bolt switch and bolt switch stud are lifted up. The cocking lever is turned
fully backward and by pushing down on the sear the firing pin is released. The cocking lever
pin and cocking lever are removed. With the thin end of the cocking lever the sear stop is

swung out of its groove. The bolt is turned over, the sear stop pushed out of engagement and
removed from its slot. The sear is depressed and the sear slide removed. The sear and sear

spring are taken out. The firing pin extension and the firing pin then will slide out to the rear.

TO ASSEMBLE BOLT GROUP (Alternate Feed):
In assembling the bolt group the firing pin and the extension, with the notch down, are inserted
in the bolt and pushed forward until the striker projects:through the small hole in the front of
the bolt. The sear spring is seated and the sear placed in its guides. In a flexible gun the square
end of the sear slide can be either to the right or the left. The slide is inserted and by pressing
down on the sear it is engaged. The sear stop is inserted, pushed down as far as it will go, and
swung into its recess in the bolt. The cocking lever with the rounded nose to the rear is placed
in position and held in place by inserting the pin. The correctness of the assembly is tested by
pressing forward on the cocking lever, to cock it, returning the lever to its rear position and
pressing down on the sear. The click of the firing pin will be heard if the assembly is correct.
The bolt switch stud is inserted, the bolt switch is placed over the stud to make the groove
marked ‘'L” continuous if left-hand feed is desired, and the extractor inserted in the bolt, being
sure the flange is under the collar.

EJECTOR PIN—A9273
EJECTOR—B9732

EXTRACTOR ASSEMBLY—B8959 EJECTOR SPRING

COCKING LEVER—B9718
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i \@m/ ALTERNATE FEED BOLT—D28256
£ FIRING PIN EXTENSION ASSEMBLY—B8976 =i ALTERNATE FEED BOLT ASSEMBLY—B147463

‘ale RECOIL PLATE—A152858
SEAR SPRING—A9524 fix SWITCH STUD—A13529

SEAR—C40674ot < oa

SEAR STOP ASSEMBLY—B8788
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Figure 63 Bolt Group Details
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Disassembly and Assembly

TO DISASSEMBLE OIL BUFFER AND OIL BUFFER BODY:

In disassembling the oil buffer group, the oil buffer body is held bottom up in the left hand. By
pressing on the head of the piston rod the oil buffer is pushed out of the body. The index finger
is placed between the depressors and the prongs of the accelerator, the stud on the lock spring
is disengaged at the same time the accelerator is rotated to the rear. The lock spring then is

forced out. The accelerator pin is driven out and the accelerator removed. Remove spring lock
from side of buffer body, unless staked in place.

Detach the oil buffer spring by gripping the oil buffer spring guide in a vise, then push on end
of the oil buffer until oil buffer piston rod pin clears the projections on the guide. See Figure 64.

Carefully give one-quarter of a turn, which will enable pin to pass through the guide. Care
should be exercised at this point, as the spring is under considerable compression and may
cause an accident if released suddenly. Unscrew oil buffer tube cap and carefully pull out oil
buffer piston rod so as not to lose oil. To remove oil buffer piston rod head, take out oil buffer
piston head nut pin, then unscrew oil buffer piston head nut, remove oil buffer piston valve and
unscrew oil buffer piston rod head.

Unscrew the gland plug from the tube cap. Then oil buffer packing, oil buffer packing gland
ring and oil buffer packing gland spring can be taken out.

PISTON VALVE ASSEMBLY PISTON ROD HEAD

RELIEF VALVE SCREW
RELIEF VALVE

RELIEF VALVE SPRING

Figure 64. Oil Buffer Cutaway
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‘Disassembly and Assembly

TO ASSEMBLE OIL BUFFER AND OIL BUFFER BODY:

Place packing gland plug, gland packing, gland ring and gland springon piston rod in order
named, being certain that bevel on packing fits into the gland ring. Screw gland plug into
tube cap. Then screw piston rod head onto rod with shoulder away from tube cap. Place valve
on rod with flat face toward the piston rod head, and screw the piston head nut on rod until
back face of nut is flush with back end of rod. Then screw the piston rod head back toward
the valve until there is 0.05” between the faces of these two parts. Insert piston head nut pin
through nut, piston head shoulder, and rod, and bend the ends of the pin. Now insert the rod
and its assembled parts into the oil buffer tube being careful to line up the valve key with the
grooves in the tube wall. See Figure 65.
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‘i TUBE—C8146
PISTON HEAD NUT—A9267

PISTON ROD ASSEMBLY—B8763
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PISTON ROD HEAD—B17169
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RELIEF VALVE—A9528
VALVE SPRING—A9393

VALVE SCREW—A9360
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Figure 65. Oil Buffer Details
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Disassembly and Assembly

To assemble the spring to the oil buffer assembly, grip the oil buffer spring guide in a vise with
the key up, and place the oil buffer spring over the piston rod. Place the end of the spring
against the flat face of the guide and push on the end of the oil buffer until the pin on the end
of the rod passes through the slots/a the guide. Turn the buffer one-quarter turn and allow the
pin to seat in the recesses in the guide. Before removing from the vise, check to see that the
flat surface on the piston rod is vertical and the rounded portion is to the right when looking
directly at the back end of the oil buffer.

Completely fill the oil buffer with machine gun lubricating oil by removing two filling screws

in end of oil buffer; hold buffer upright so that these holes are on top. Start the oil to flow from
the spout or nozzle of the oiler and insert the nozzle into one of the holes. Flow oil in until it
comes out the remaining hole. Retain pressure on the nozzle while removing it from the hole to
avoid possibility of getting air into the buffer. Replace the two filling screws.

Fully insert the oil buffer in the oil buffer body with the guide key engaging in the slot in the
buffer body. Replace the spring lock in the’side of the buffer body.

In assembling the oil buffer group the accelerator is placed between the depressors with the
tips up and rounded surface to the front, then the accelerator pin is inserted, taking care that
both ends of the pin are flush with the sides of the body. The lock spring is positioned over the
slot in the bottom, depressed into the cut and pushed forward until the stud is seated in the hole-
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Disassembly and Assembly

Figure 66. Barrel Extension Group

TO DISASSEMBLE BARREL AND BARREL
EXTENSION GROUP:

The barrel is unscrewed from the barrel extension. The locking spring may be removed by
sliding it forward out of its seat unless it is staked. See Figure 66. The breech lock pin is

pushed out and the breech lock removed.

TO ASSEMBLE BARREL AND BARREL EXTENSION GROUP:

The breech lock is assembled into the barrel extension with the bevel faces to the front and
the double bevel on the top. The pin is inserted, taking care that both ends of the pin are flush
with the sides of the barrel extension. The locking spring is replaced in the seat and the barrel
screwed into the barrel extension. It may be necessary to adjust the degree of engagement
between the barrel and barrel extension when the gun is reassembled. See Headspace Adjust-
ment page 55.
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Disassembly and Assembly
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Figure 67. Receiver Details (Front Portion)

TO DISASSEMBLE THE RECEIVER AND BARREL
JACKET GROUP:

The belt holding mechanism may be removed from the receiver by withdrawing the belt hold-
ing pawl pin, being careful not to lose the belt holding pawl spring. See Figure 67. If the gun
is set up for left-hand feed and a rear right cartridge stop is used, it is detached by removing
the belt holding pawl pin. It is dismantled by pushing out the pin with a drift. This frees the
aligning pawl and permits removal of the aligning puwl plunger and spring. If the rear right-
hand cartridge stop is not used, the rear and front cartridge stop and stripper are removed
by taking out the belt holding pawl pin.

The cover group.is removed by pulling the cotter pin and withdrawing the hinge pin. The cotter

pin of the cover detent pawl is pulled to remove the detent pawl and spring.

The trunnion block cover is removed by pushing out two pins with a drift.
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Disassembly and Assembly
The switch and switch spring are removed by pulling the cotter pin and taking off the nut on

the outside of the left-hand side plate.

The breech lock cam is removed by taking out cotter pin on the bottom of the receiver and
loosening nut. Take out breech lock cam bolt and cam from inside of the. receiver. The top
plate cover screws are staked in place so that this usually is not removed. However, the trigger
bar is removable. To take out the trigger bar, the trigger bar pin is removed by turning handle
downward about one-half inch past the vertical position. Pull the pin out of the side plate.

The trunnion adapter is disassembled, by releasing the trunnion block lock by pulling the
cotter pin end of the lock, and at the same time unscrewing the trunnion adapter. This also
removes the shim. Withdraw the cotter pin and remove the trunnion block lock and spring.

The barrel jacket is removed by first taking out the breech bearing lock screw from the top
of the trunnion, and then unscrewing the jacket with a;spanner wrench. The front bearing
in the jacket ordinarily is not removed since the two screws are staked.

This leaves the receiver as the only part secured to the bench mounts.

TO ASSEMBLE THE RECEIVER AND BARREL
JACKET GROUP:

Assemble the barrel jacket to the trunnion by pulling up firmly with a spanner wrench. If this
is a new jacket, a hole for the breech bearing lock screw should then be drilled with a No. 7 drill
by mating through the hole in the top of the trunnion. Insert the breech bearing lock screw.

In reassembling the trunnion adapter to the trunnion, insert lock, spring and cotter pin. A shim
of one number greater thickness than the one previously removed should be inserted between
the trunnion and the adapter. Pull trunnion lock so that lock does not project, and screw on

trunnion adapter. If, after drawing up tightly, the cuts in the underside of the trunnion and
trunnion adapter do not align, remove adapter and shim and replace shim with next larger
number. Repeat if necessary until alignment is secured. The mounting holes in the adapter
will then align with the other mounting holes on the gun, and the trunnion block lock will
engage itself in the trunnion block adapter.

If possible, turn gun upside down to assist in installing trigger bar. The trigger bar is installed
by placing it, hump toward receiver top plate, between the top plate bracket and the bolt latch
bracket, with the sear engaging surface forward. The trigger bar pin is inserted, taking care

to match the projection on the pin with the notched hole in the left side plate. A bent trigger
bar dragging on the face of the bolt will cause sluggish action. This may be checked by draw-
ing several pencil lines across the top of the bolt and observing if these marks are disturbed
when the bolt is pulled back.
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Disassembly and Assembly
Push the pin through the hole in the trigger bar and into the hole in the top plate bracket. The
pin is turned backwards so as to snap the handle into the small detent recess in the side plate.
Install the breech lock cam by laying it in the receiver with the bevel up and rearward. The
breech lock cam bolt is inserted downward into the hole in the cam, the nut is drawn up, then
backed off about one-sixth of a turn to permit cotter pin insertion. The cam should “float’’
slightly.

The switch is installed by first inserting the bent end of the hairpin spring into a small hole in
the switch recess in the side plate. The spring is snapped into the recess. The back end of the
switch is slid back into the recess, being careful to have the lug on the back of the switch ride
on top of the spring. Push the threaded protrusion through the hole in the side plate and secure

with nut and cotter pin. Try the switch to see that it pivots and snaps back into position.

The trunnion block cover is set in place and secured with two pins. The detent pawl spring is

slipped onto the cover detent pawl assembly and both are inserted into trunnion and secured
with a cotter pin. Reinstall cover by placing latch end down against receiver, turning latch,
pushing down on cover and releasing latch to catch under the top plate cover. Push hinge end
of cover down against detent pawl, and insert hinge pin from right side. Secure with cotter pin.

If the gun is to be equipped for left-hand feed, it is necessary to install a rear right-hand car-

tridge stop. This stop assembly is prepared by first inserting the spring and then the plunger in
the cartridge stop. Then the aligning pawl is hinged in the cartridge stop by inserting the
aligning pawl pin. The cartridge stop assembly and front cartridge stop are held to the right
belt holding pawl bracket by inserting a belt holding pawl pin assembly.

The belt holding pawl is installed by placing the belt holding pawl spring in the depression in
the bracket, holding the pawl in position and inserting a holding pawl pin assembly.
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Disassembly and Assembly

BELT FEED PAWL.

BELT FEED SLIDE BELT FEED LEVER

Figure 68. Cover and Belt Feed Group

TO DISASSEMBLE COVER AND BELT FEED GROUP:

Open the cover. See Figure 68 and Figure 8. Remove belt feed lever cotter pin and the belt
feed lever taking care that the spring and plunger do not fly out. The belt feed lever spring
and plunger are then taken out of the hole in the side of the lever.

Remove thebelt feed slide from the cover. Push out the belt feed pawl pin and remove belt feed
pawl and belt feed pawl arm and spring from the belt feed slide. Keep spring from flying out

_while doing this.

Lift end of latch cover spring out of the groove in the cover and turn this lifted end slightly so

that it rests on the extractor spring. The latch cover spring is then slid away from latch and
removed.

The extractor spring is removed by prying the spring away from the cover extractor cam near

the latch end.

The latch is taken out by removing the shaft cotter pin and washer, turning the latch shaft to
the latched position and withdrawing the shaft from the cover.
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TO ASSEMBLE COVER AND BELT FEED GROUP:

The latch is assembled to the cover by placing the latch between the pin bosses on the under

side of the cover with the keyway toward the top of the cover and with the projecting wing of

the latch against the underside of the cover. The latch shaft is inserted (from either side—

depends on type of slide to be used with gun) with the key on the shaft toward the top of the

cover. Place washer on end of shaft and install cotter pin. This should be inserted so that the

head is toward the hinged portion of the cover, and the ends must be bent sharply to avoid

interference when latching down the cover.

Install the extractor spring by hooking the slotted end under the extractor spring stud, with the

curved end away from the cover. While holding the stud end in place, press the curved end

until it rests on the cover and then slide projection into the recess in the cover extractor cam.

To install latch cover spring, lay the spring inside. the cover with the enlarged hole meshing

with the latch spring stud. The bent end of the spring should be against the cover. Slide the

spring toward the latch, making certain that the latch end of the spring rides up over the

projecting wing on the latch. Snap the bent end of the spring into the groove in the cover.

Assume that the gun is to be assembled for left-hand feed. Place the belt feed pawl arm

against the side of the belt feed pawl so that the arm will be toward the rear when in the

assembled gun with the cover closed. The belt feed pawl with arm and spring is placed in the

belt feed slide and the belt feed pawl pin is pushed in place. The belt feed slide is placed in

its way or groove in the cover with the pawl end of the slide toward the side from which the

gun is to be fed.

Insert the lever plunger and spring in the upper hole in the belt feed lever (for left-hand feed)

and place lever, with the shoulder up, on the lever pivot stud in the cover. In order to do this,

have the gap in the belt feed slide in line with the cutout in the cover. Push the belt feed lever
completely down so that the toe of the lever can work to and fro in the slot provided in the

cover. Replace the belt feed lever cotter pin.
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY:.

Before assembling the gun, the parts should be thoroughly cleaned, oiled, and inspected for

burrs, etc. See page 64.

To assemble the gun after it has been stripped, the barrel is screwed into the barrel extension.

The oil buffer is fully inserted in the oil buffer body with the guide key in the slot in the body.

The barrel extension is held in the left hand and the oil buffer assembly in the right. The

accelerator is held up under the shank with the index finger. The breech lock depressors are

started in the guide ways of the barrel extension and the oil buffer body is pushed forward as

far as it will go.

This complete unit then is pushed into the receiver until it is locked into position. The cocking

lever is pressed forward in the bolt and the bolt inserted in the receiver, taking care not to trip
the accelerator forward. The bolt is pushed forward until the hole is lined up with the enlarged
opening in the side plate and if a slide is to be used the bolt stud is inserted. Inserting the

driving spring rod assembly, the bolt is pushed completely forward and the pin is seated in the

side plate. The back plate is replaced, the latch lock released and the back plate locked into

position. Being sure the bolt is fully forward, the cover is closed and latched and the trigger
pressed to relieve the tension on the spring.

The action of the gun should be checked by pulling the bolt back several times to see that all
parts are functioning smoothly. The headspace must be adjusted according to instruc-

tions on page 55. Operate the gun with dummy cartridges as a final check on correctness

of assembly.
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Changing Feed

To change the ammunition feed from left to right-hand, change over parts as follows:

1. Feed Mechanism:

Open the cover. Remove belt feed lever cotter pin and the belt feed lever.

Change belt feed lever plunger and spring from the upper hole in the belt feed lever to the

lower. Do not replace the belt feed lever but lay on bench or table for the present.

Remove the assembled belt feed slide from the cover. Push out the belt feed pawl pin and
remove belt feed pawl and belt feed pawl arm and spring from the belt feed slide. Keep spring

from flying out while doing this. Change the belt feed pawl arm over from one side of the belt
feed pawl to the other, so that when replaced in the belt feed slide it will be to the rear in the

assembled gun with cover closed. Replace the belt feed pawl, arm, and spring in the belt feed

slide and replace the belt feed pawl pin.

The belt feed slide is always placed in its way with the pawl end of the slide toward the side

from which the gun is to be fed.

Replace the assembled belt feed slide in the cover in correct position to feed right-hand. Note

that feed pawl arm is to rear. Now replace the belt feed lever in the cover. In order to do so,

have the gap in the belt feed slide in line with the cutout in the cover. Push belt feed lever

completely down so that toe of the lever can work to and fro in the slot provided in the cover.

Replace the belt feed lever cotter pin.
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2. The Bolt:

Remove complete bolt from the gun. Remove the extractor. Raise the bolt switch so as to be

clear of the bolt switch stud and give it a half-turn and it will be seen that the other hole in switch

will be in line with the stud. Push bolt switch down into place. The way in bolt should now be

adjacent to the mark ‘‘R” on top of the bolt.

Replace the extractor. Replace the bolt in the gun.

When necessary, reverse position of the sear slide to suit trigger motor or solenoid location.

3. Certain Fittings in the Receiver:

Pull out the two belt holding pawl pins. Take out the front cartridge stop and change to left-

hand side. A rear cartridge stop anda link stripper (furnished as auxiliary parts for each gun)

should be placed in their grooves on left-hand side. Remove the rear right-hand cartridge stop

assembly and retain for time when left-hand feed is again desired.

Change location of belt holding pawl and belt holding pawl spring from left-hand side to right-
hand side. Turn the pawl over when doing this. Replace the two belt holding pawl pins.

The changing over of component parts is now completed in order to enable the gun to be fed

with cartridges from the right-hand side. To change from right-hand to left-hand feed, reverse

the procedure.
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Manipulation
TO LOAD:
Before loading, make sure that the bore of the barrel is clear. The end of the belt with the
double metallic links is always fed into the gun. Push the end of the belt of cartridges through
the feed opening as far as it will go and release. With the belt in this position the first cartridge
will be held firmly by the belt holding pawl.

Cock the gun by pulling the bolt to the rear as far as it will go and releasing it. Repeat this
operation and the gun is loaded. Firing will continue as long as trigger action is maintained
and there are cartridges in the belt.

TO UNLOAD:
Raise the cover. Lift the belt with cartridges out of the feed opening, then close the cover. Pull
the bolt to the rear, ejecting the cartridge which remained in the chamber. Check the chamber

_and the T-slot in the head of the bolt to be sure all cartridges have been removed.

TO ADJUST HEADSPACE:
The headspace of a machine gun with a cartridge fully seated in the chamber is the distance
between the base of the cartridge and the face of the bolt.

Correct headspace is important, because, if it is too small, the forward stroke of the bolt can-

not be completed and the gun will not fire, and, if it is too large, improper shot patterns will
result; and, further, the cartridge case may rupture in the chamber. Headspace is adjusted
by obtaining the proper distance between the forward face of the bolt and the rear of the
barrel. Headspace adjustment must be checked before firing.

1. Adjustment of Headspace:

In the past the headspace has been adjusted with the barrel, barrel extension and bolt re-

moved from the gun. However, the best adjustment is obtained with the gun fully assembled.

Before starting to adjust the headspace of the gun, the barrel should be unscrewed eight
notches from the ‘‘all the way in” position. Retract the recoiling portion slightly to expose the
locking notches on the breech end of the barrel. Using a screwdriver to engage the locking
notches, screw the barrel into the barrel extension one notch at a time and allow the recoiling
portion to go forward slowly. Observe whether the forward portion of the barrel extension
moves forward far enough to contact the trunnion block. (This position is commonly referred
to as battery position.) Repeat, tightening the barrel, if necessary, one notch at a time, until
the barrel extension will go forward and just touch the trunnion block without being forced.
Then unscrew the barrel two notches and the headspace will be properly adjusted. CAUTION:
Care must be exercised to avoid roughening the barrel notches during adjustment.

2. Checking Headspace Adjustment With the Gage:

After the headspace has been adjusted, the correctness of the adjustment may be tested by
using the combination headspace and timing gage, Al96228. The portion to be used for check-
ing headspace is marked HEADSPACE—.200, and the portion for checking timing is marked
TIMING—.116. The following procedure should be followed in checking headspace adjustment:

(1) When properly headspaced in the manner prescribed above, the barrel will protrude
slightly beyond the inner face of the barrel extension. © (Continued on next page)
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(Continued)

(2) Cock the firing pin by retracting the recoiling portion of the gun and allow the action to
go forward.

(3) Retract the bolt slightly (not more than 1/16 inch) in order to relieve the driving spring
pressure to assure that the locking surfaces of the breech lock and its recess in the bolt
are in contact.

(4) Then insert the gage in the T-slot between the face of the bolt and the end of the barrel.
If the gun is headspaced too tightly, it will not be possible to insert the gage. If such is the
case, the barrel should be unscrewed, one notch at a time, until the gage will just enter
the full depth of the T-slot.

(5) If the gun has been headspaced in the prescribed manner, and if the gage will just slide
for its full length between the face of the bolt and the end of the barrel without being pushed
downward, the headspace is correct. It must be clearly understood that the headspace
gage is a ‘‘go” gage which was designed particularly for the purpose of checking guns in
installations when tight headspace would cause serious trouble.

(6) However, the gage may be used to determine whether headspace is unnecessarily loose
by screwing the barrel into the barrel extension, one notch at a time, until the gage will
not enter and then unscrewing the barrel one notch so the gage will enter properly.

CAUTION: Never release the firing pin while the gage is inserted in the T-slot or the striker
will be damaged. However, after checking and removing the gage, the firing pin should
be released.

TO CHECK TIMING:
The purpose of this check is to insure that the gun is not fired too early or too late by any of
the various means employed to fire the weapon. In extreme cases of early timing, the gun
will fire two shots and then stop because recoil from the second shot started before the extractor
could engage the next cartridge in the belt. The gun must NOT fire earlier than .116 inches
out of battery. On the other hand, if the gun fires too late while firing automatically, the barrel
extension will strike the trunnion block as the recoiling portion moves forward on the counter-
recoil stroke. During automatic firing, the gun must fire before the recoiling parts reach a point
.040 inches out of battery. Only when the first cartridge of a burst is being fired should the
firing pin be released with the recoiling portion in the battery position.

1. Checking to Insure That the Gun is Not Fired Too Early:
Proceed as follows: ;

(1) Adjust the headspace of the gun.

(2) Cock the firing pin by fully retracting the recoiling portion.

(3) Raise the cover and retract the bolt slightly (“% inch).

(4) Insert the .116 gage (timing end of the combination gage, Al96228) between the front
of the barrel extension and the trunnion block with the curved end of the gage over the
barrel.

(5) Allow the barrel extension to close slowly on the gage. (Continued on next page)
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Manipulation

(6) With the gage in place, an attempt should be made to release the firing pin by operating
the solenoid, side plate trigger, or trigger bar. The firing pin should NOT be released.
If the firing pin is released, the solenoid should be adjusted so that release does not take
place with the gage inserted. In cases where the trigger bar or side plate trigger is used,
such a part must be exchanged for another part until one is found which will not release
the firing pin with the gage in place.

2. Checking to Insure That the Gun is Not Fired Too Late:
Proceed as follows:

(1) Remove the .116 gage and insert in its place a .040 inch feeler gage. With the feeler
gage in place, an attempt should be made to release the firing pin. The firing pin MUST
BE released.

(2) If the firing pin is not released, the solenoid must be adjusted or the side plate trigger or

trigger bar must be exchanged for another part until one is found which will release the
firing pin with the .040 inch gage in place.

Back Plate Moved Up
To Show Adjustment

Figure 69

TO CHANGE SPEED OF FIRING:
It is possible to change the speed of firing by turning the oil buffer
tube which is accessible when the back plate is removed. See

Figure 69.

Turning to the right so that the arrow moves toward “C’”’ (meaning
closed) lessens the speed and turning toward ‘‘O”’ (meaning open)
increases the speed.

Turning the arrow two notches to the right from the ‘‘O,”’ or open,

position will give the maximum speed of firing consistent with
proper functioning.

The oil buffer should not be turned so far that arrow goes beyond
the lines coinciding with ‘‘C’’ and “O.”
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Malfunctions
A “malfunction” is an improper or incomplete action of some part of the gun or its ammunition
resulting in a cessation of fire called a “stoppage.”

When describing or determining a malfunction it is often important to designate the approxi-
mate position of the moving parts of the gun at the time the stoppage occurs. There are three
classifications of stoppages which are generally used.

FIRST POSITION STOPPAGE—One which occurs when all recoiling parts of the gun
are in their extreme forward or battery position.

SECOND POSITION STOPPAGE—One which occurs when the recoiling parts are at any
position from just out of battery to the position when the bolt is half-way back on either the
recoil or counter-recoil stroke.

THIRD POSITION STOPPAGE—One which occurs when the bolt is in any position from
half-way back to all the way back on either the recoil or counter-recoil stroke.

As an indication of the usual position of stoppage caused by each particular malfunction, a

number in brackets, such as (1), (2) or (3), is shown at the end of each answer. In some cases

where a malfunction may cause a stoppage in more than one position, more than one number
will be shown to indicate the most common stoppages.

Q. What causes failure to feed?

A. The stoppage which results from failure to feed may be caused by any of the following:

l.

2.

10.

IMPROPER HEADSPACE. (2)

The BELT FEED LEVER MAY BE DEFORMED due to the stud jumping out of the
slot or way in the top of the bolt; or the belt feed stud may be bent or broken causing
the bolt to jam. (2) (3).

The CARTRIDGE MAY NOT ALIGN WITH THE EXTRACTOR due to a bent belt
feed lever giving only limited movement to the belt feed pawl, or the pawl may be de-
formed so that it slides over the cartridge, or the belt feed pawl spring may be weak. (1)

A BROKEN BARREL LOCKING SPRING allowing headspace to change, broken
part jamming mechanism. (2)

The EXTRACTOR CAM MAY BE BROKEN OR WORN. (1) (2)

The EXTRACTOR MAY RIDE TOO HIGH because of a weak or missing extractor
spring in the cover. (1)

A WEAK DRIVING SPRING might fail to drive bolt with enough force to actuate
feed mechanism. (2)

A DEFORMED EXTRACTOR, A BROKEN EXTRACTOR STOP PIN or a

BROKEN OR DEFORMED EJECTOR may permit the cartridge to be out of line
with the chamber. (3)

CARTRIDGES MAY BE TOO SHORT for the extractor to reach the extractor
groove or cannelure of the cartridge. (1)

LOOSE OR WORN MOUNTS may absorb recoil so that driving spring is not fully
compressed. Would appear as Number 7. (2)
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Malfunctions
Q. What would cause the gun to stop firing with the action completed anda live cartridge in

A.

the chamber?

The sear has not released the firing pin extension. This may be due to one or more of the
following:

1. THE TRIGGER BAR MAY BE BENT so that it fails to operate the sear. (1)

2. THE TRIGGER BAR MAY BE BENT so as to strike the rear stop before it strikes
the sear, or the rear stop may be too long. (1)

3. The ENGAGEMENT NOTCH IN THE FIRING PIN EXTENSION may be WORN
or BURRED. (1)

4. THE SEAR MAY BE BINDING because of burrs on the sear or in the sear recess. (1)

What would cause insufficient recoil with the result that an empty case would fail to be
extracted and stoppage would occur?

This could be caused by any of the following in the air-cooled gun:

1. THE OIL BUFFER MAY BE SET in the CLOSED POSITION. (1) (2)

2. GRIT OR BINDING BETWEEN THE BARREL AND THE FRONT BARREL
BEARING, and between the barrel and its bearing in the trunnion. (2)

3. SIDE PLATES MAY BE SPRUNG together causing binding against the bolt. (2) (3)

What might cause the gun to not quite close or lock on the forward motion so that opera-
tion ceases?

This could result from one or more of the following reasons:

1. IMPROPER HEADSPACE. (2)

2. BURRS IN THE BARREL EXTENSION prevent free movement of breech lock. (2)

3. THE BELT FEED LEVER MAY BE BENT, thus destroying the feed timing and
preventing the action from closing. (2)

4. THE BOLT MAY DRIVE FORWARD SLUGGISHLY due to the bolt binding in the
guides of the barrel extension because of burrs or broken parts, or due to a weak
driving spring. (2)

5. THE BELT FEED SLIDE OR ITS SLOT IN THE COVER MAY BE BURRED,
thus retarding the speed of the bolt. (2)

6. DIRT RAISES THE BREECH LOCK CAM too high for the lock to ride up on the
cam. (2)

7. CARTRIDGE DOES NOT SEAT FULLY IN CHAMBER due to burrs on edge of
chamber. (2)
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8. BELT FEED PAWL ARM MAY BE DEFECTIVE so that it strikes the rear cartridge
stop before the action has been completed. (2)

9. BREECH LOCK CAM SCREW PROJECTS INTO FACE OF CAM to interfere
with breech lock. (2)

What happens if an operating slide bar gets bent?

It binds on the side plate and stoppage results. (2) (3)

What causes the face of the bolt and the firing pin to become eroded by hot gases?

The primers are being pierced by being struck with a firing pin which is too long, or by a

pin which is sharp or deformed. An undersized firing pin or an oversized firing pin hole
may lead to this condition. (1)

If the bolt jams an empty cartridge case against the lower edge of the barrel or barrel
extension, what may have caused this?

The cartridge case is sticking in the T-slot due to:

1. EXTRUDED PRIMER. (3)

NICKED OR BURRED CARTRIDGE CASE. (3)

BROKEN EJECTOR failing to push last cartridge case down through the T-slot. (3)

ROUGH OR UNDERSIZED T-SLOT. (3)

INSUFFICIENT OR SHORT RECOIL. (3)Q
-

W
O

N
D

If a stoppage occurs, the gun fails to eject, and it is necessary to remove empty case by
hand and occasionally the case is ruptured, what is wrong?

This may result from one or more of the following:

1. The HEADSPACE may be improperly adjusted. (2)

2. The T-SLOT IN THE BOLT MAY BE BROKEN OR DEFORMED. (3)

3. The CHAMBER MAY BE ROUGH, CORRODED OR SCORED. (2)

4. EXTRUDED PRIMER. (3)

What causes misfire?

A light blow by the firing pin. Such a light blow may be the result of:

1. A SHORT FIRING PIN. (1)

2. A DEFORMED OR BROKEN FIRING PIN. (1)
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3. FIRING PIN BINDING. (1)

4. HEAVY GREASE such as COSMOLINE around the FIRING PIN SPRING and in
the FIRING PIN HOLE in the bolt. (1)

5. EARLY TIMING. (1)

What causes the gun to stop with the bolt forward (stroke completed) and no live cartridge
in the chamber?

The gun has failed to extract a cartridge from the belt for one of the following reasons:

1. The EXTRACTOR MAY BE BENT, BROKEN OR DEFORMED so that it does not
fit the extractor groove of the cartridge. (1)

2. The BELT LINK MAY BE DEFORMED OR TOO SMALL so that extractor cannot
pull the cartridge out of the belt. (1)

3. The CARTRIDGES MAY BE TOO SHORT for the extractor to reach the extractor
groove. These short rounds sometimes are the result of the edge of the T-slot of the bolt
striking the end of the cartridge and driving the case forward over the bullet. (1)

THE FOLLOWING MALFUNCTIONS MAY CAUSE
STOPPAGES IN ANY OF THE THREE POSITIONS.

What happens if cover is not latched or becomes unlatched during firing?

Stoppage occurs, probably with breakage of parts.

What might cause the latch not to engage the cover?

This might be due to one or more of the following:

1. The LATCH MAY BE BINDING in the cover or against the top plate or the LATCH
SPRING MAY BE WEAK OR BROKEN.

2. The SIDES OF THE COVER MAY BE PINCHED or the COVER MAY BE OUT
OF LINE so that it strikes the side plates of the receiver.

3. The cover may not close because the BELT FEED PAWL ARM IS BENT to inter-
fere with the link stripper.

4. The LATCH MAY BE WORN OR BROKEN.

5. The COTTER PIN IS IMPROPERLY INSTALLED in the latch shaft.
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What causes a portion of the cartridge case to remain in the chamber?

This may be due to the following:

1. The HEADSPACE MAY BE IMPROPERLY ADJUSTED. Readjust, and also check
for a broken barrel locking spring.

If the metal in the primer of the empty cartridge is extruded back next to the firing pin
indent, what causes this, and should anything be done about it?

The firing pin is undersize or the firing pin hole in bolt recoil plate is oversize. This condi-
tion should be corrected as it may lead to pierced primer.

What causes uncontrolled fire?

This may result from the notch on the sear or the notch on the firing pin extension being
worn or deformed. It also may be caused by a weak sear spring.

What is meant by hangfire?

A delayed explosion probably caused by a light blow by the firing pin due to weak firing
pin spring.

What is meant by partial ignition?

Sometimes after being fired the powder in the cartridge does not burn completely. Thus the
driving force in back of the bullet is decreased and shooting inaccuracy is the result. In
extreme cases the bullet may remain in the barrel, which is very dangerous.

If after releasing the trigger mechanism the gun continued to fire (very dangerous), what
would you do?

The firing could be stopped by twisting the cartridge belt or by moving the retracting
handle rearward and holding the bolt out of battery.

What is meant by misfire?

If the primer of a cartridge has been indented by the firing pin but is still unfired, this is
called a misfire. Although dangerous while remaining in the gun, it is not critically danger-
ous until removed.
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Checking Before and After Flight

POINTS TO BE OBSERVED BEFORE A FLIGHT:

The following points must be observed before leaving the ground:

‘.

O
o
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Wipe bore and chamber of gun barrel.

See that adjusting screws are screwed in tight against buffer discs in backplate.

Test functioning of gun by hand, using dummy cartridges.

Test functioning of operating slide (fixed gun only) or retracting slide (flexible gun only).

Oil carefully.

See that sight bases are clamped securely in place (flexible gun only).

Make sure that ammunition belt is in good condition and properly loaded.

Carefully place belt in ammunition chest and see that metallic belt link chutes are in good
condition and in proper alignment..

Load gun partially or completely as directed.

POINTS TO BE OBSERVED AFTER A FLIGHT:
The following points must be observed as soon after a flight as practicable:

a

2

Unload gun completely and remove belt from ammunition chest.

Clean bore and all working parts. If this cannot be done at once, oil carefully to prevent
rust.

Release firing pin spring.

The armorer must get a detailed account from the gunner or pilot of the gun’s behavior in
the air. If stoppages have occurred, their cause must be determined and corrected
immediately.

At the first opportunity, dismount gun; clean, oil, and inspect all parts; make needed
repairs and replacements.

On assembling, check operation with dummy cartridges and release firing pin spring after
insuring that functioning and adjustments are correct.
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Maintenance

CLEANING:
All movable parts of the loading and feeding mechanism should be disassembled and thor-
oughly cleaned with dry-cleaning SOLVENT. The bore should be cleaned with rifle bore
CLEANER. After cleaning, the gun should be given a thin protective coating of lubricating
OIL for aircraft instruments and machine guns. If the gun has not been fired, but is in an alert
condition, it should be cleaned daily with dry-cleaning SOLVENT, thoroughly dried, and a

film of lubricating OIL for aircraft instruments and machine guns, applied. Under no circum-
stances should the gun be allowed to set without cleaning after it has been fired.

When swabbing the bore, the swabbing should be repeated at each cleaning until a clean .

flannel patch picks up no foreign matter.

INSPECTION:
The purpose of gun inspection is to determine the condition of a gun and any repairs or adjust-
ments that may be required to keep it in proper operating condition.

During all maintenance operations, the gun should be disassembled and parts thoroughly
cleaned and inspected for wear, scoring, oil leaks, cracks, burrs, carbon, pitting, corrosion,
and rust.

Any burrs or rough edges should be removed by hand honing.

Parts that are broken or worn, or that cannot be satisfactorily improved by hand honing should
be replaced.

All springs should be checked and those not within the specification limits shown on page 75
should be replaced.

The threads on all threaded parts should be checked for burrs or roughness.

All moving parts should be checked to see that they move freely. If any bind is present, the
cause of the binding should be determined and corrected.

After the gun has been thoroughly inspected and cleaned, it should be carefully dried and
covered with a thin film of oil. If the gun is to be stored or shipped, it should be suitably coated
with a rust preventive compound after first cleaning with dry-cleaning SOLVENT.

The following cleaning, preserving and lubricating materials are specified by the Ordnance
Department.

1. Lubricants—OIL—lubricating for aircraft instruments and machine guns.

2. Cleaners—CLEANER, rifle bore and SOLVENT, dry cleaning.

3. Rust Preventive Compound—compound, rust preventive, light.

The specifications of the above materials are given in regular U. S. Army Specifications.
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Ammunition

CLASSIFICATION:
Based upon use, the principal classifications of the ammunition used in this machine gun are:

1. BALL—For use against personnel and light materiel targets.

2. ARMOR PIERCING—For use against armored vehicles, concrete shelters, and similar
bullet resisting targets.

3. TRACER—For observation of fire and incendiary purposes.

4. INCENDIARY—For incendiary purposes.

Another type provided for special purposes is dummy ammunition for training (cartridges are

inert).

IDENTIFICATION:
Even though the caliber .50 cartridges are not marked or stamped to indicate the type or

model, each may be identified as described below. In general, the only stamping on the cart-
ridge is the manufacturer's initials and year of loading which appear on the base of the
cartridge case. On lots manufactured prior to 1940, “‘Cal 50” is also stamped on the base of
the cartridge case. However, the marking on all original packing containers, both boxes and
cartons, clearly and fully identifies the ammunition except as to grade. In addition to the
marking, colored bands painted on the ammunition boxes, and on carton labels, provide a

ready means of identification as to type.

When removed from their original packing containers, cartridges may be identified, except as

to ammunition lot number and grade, by physical characteristics as described below. Care
should be taken not to confuse these original markings with any subsequent markings made
with lithographic marking ink, which is used for an entirely different purpose.

1. BALL—Cartridge, ball, caliber .50, M1, is the standard ball ammunition for this
weapon. Cartridge, ball, caliber .50, M1923, is limited standard. All caliber .50
ammunition have bullets with gilding metal jackets (copper colored).

2. ARMOR PIERCING—All models of caliber .50 armor piercing ammunition may be
distinguished by the nose of the bullet which is painted black for a distance of approxi-
mately 1% inch from the tip.

3. TRACER—Caliber .50 tracer ammunition may be identified by the nose of the bullet
which is painted red for a distance of approximately 1% inch from the tip.

4. INCENDIARY—Caliber .50 incendiary ammunition may be identified by the nose of
the bullet which is painted light blue for a distance of approximately 7% inch from the tip.

5. DUMMY—Caliber .50 dummy cartridge may be identified by a hole in the body of
the cartridge case.

LOT NUMBER:
When ammunition is manufactured, an ammunition lot number which becomes an essential
part of the marking is assigned in accordance with pertinent specifications. This lot number is
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Ammunition

marked on all packing containers and on the identification card inclosed in each packing
box. It is required for all purposes of record, including grading and use, reports on condition,
functioning, and accidents in which the ammunition might be involved. No lot other than that
of current grade appropriate for the weapon will be fired.

Since it is impracticable to mark the ammunition lot number on each individual cartridge,
every effort should be made to maintain the ammunition lot number of the cartridges once

they are removed from their original packing. Cartridges which have been removed from
original packing and for which the ammunition lot number has been lost are placed in grade
3. Therefore, when cartridges are removed from their original packings they should be marked
so that the ammunition lot number may be preserved.

IDENTIFICATION CARD:

An identification card, approximately 7 x 15 inches, showing the quantity, type, caliber, model,
ammunition lot number, and manufacturer is sealed inside the metal liner on top of the
ammunition in each box.

MARKING:
Color bands painted on the sides and ends of the packing boxes further identify the various
types of ammunition. The following color bands are used: ~

Cartridge, armor piercing............ Blue on yellow
CI Ge eek Red
Cartridge, ball and tracer,

in metallic link belt................ Composite band of yellow, red, and
green stripes (yellow on left, red
in center, green on right)

Carrigan, TIGReebedsBlue
Clavie, CMR,osee Green
COT, IKGOMF ei kh wee Green on yellow
Cartridge, incendiary................ Red on yellow

Carton labels are similarly marked to show the quantity, type, caliber, model, ammunition lot
number, and manufacturer. Color stripes similar to those on the packing boxes are also
printed on the labels, except that for blank ammunition the label itself is blue and for dummy
ammunition it is green.

The number of hits made upon a target by a certain machine gun or group of machine guns
when others are firing upon the same target is sometimes determined by coating the tips of the
bullets with lithographic ink. The bullets from each weapon or group of weapons are coated
with a distinctive color of ink which, upon striking the target, leaves a smear indicating the
source of fire. Cartridges which have been so coated must have the ink removed before return
to storage.
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Ammunition

CARE, HANDLING AND PRESERVATION:

Ammunition boxes should not be opened until the ammunition is required for use. Ammunition
removed from the airtight container, particularly in damp climates, is likely to corrode, thereby
causing the ammunition to become unserviceable.

The ammunition should be protected from mud, sand, dirt, and water. If it gets wet or dirty,
wipe it off at once. Verdigris or light corrosion should be wiped off. Cartridges should not be
polished, however, to make them look better or brighter.

The use of oil or grease on cartridges is prohibited.

Do not fire cartridges with loose bullets or other defects.

Ammunition should not be exposed to the direct rays of the sun for any length of time. This is
likely to affect seriously its firing qualities.

Whenever cartridges are taken from cartons and loaded into belts, the latter will be tagged so

that the ammunition may be identified as to lot number. Tagging is necessary in order to
preserve the grade of the ammunition.

STORAGE:
Whenever practicable, small arms ammunition should be stored under cover. This applies
particularly to tracer ammunition which is subject to rapid deterioration if it becomes damp,
and may even ignite spontaneously. When necessary to leave small arms ammunition in the
open, raise it on dunnage at least 6 inches from the ground and cover it with a double thick-
ness of paulin. Suitable trenches should be dug to prevent water flowing under the pile.

If practicable, tracer ammunition should be stored separately from other ammunition.

If tossed into or placed in a fire, small arms ammunition does not explode violently. There are

small individual explosions of each cartridge, the case flying in one direction and the bullet
in another. In case of fire, keep personnel not engaged in fighting the fire at least 200 yards
from the fire and have them lie on the ground. It is unlikely that the bullets and cases will fly
over 200 yards.

AUTHORIZED ROUNDS:
The following ammunition of appropriate grade is authorized for use in the Browning Machine
Gun, caliber .50, M2, aircraft:

Cartridge, armor piercing, cal. .50,MlandM2................ Standard
umes, ball, cal. 5O,Ml and M2.......0..... 0002.0. 0.00%8. Standard
Coeueese, Gummy, cal. 50, Ml............ 00.00.0000 8. Limited Standard
Re (UM HL OO, BAS. oe ee lee bene ck eee Standard
Ss. rer Ol, ME es eee eke LlStandard
Cemeee, incendiary, Cal. 50, Ml1......06.0.bee eanStandard



Complete Parts List

BACK PLATE ASSEMBLY
Quantity

Piece No. Description Per Gun

*C64311 Plate Assembly—Back (With Horizontal Buffer).............. 1

D35276 EO Os tee ON IE's Feat vine pw a eialatk Mae A LUMO EE 1

*A152835 frSON ha pad at 8 ed oe aR aR a Sere ama ca Ay 22
*B8949 LOIGh DOE Pe Or iy Ol cee Laks ek ROU a Cow ae 1

*A9275 Pin--Back Pinte Sit aseeea Ca Le 1

*A9356 SOTTO RCI oi ke pu ee ee es be bead 1

*B147464 TDGR-DGCE FIGUN Ct ie si Siciele's os ob alvin ere Ub wa tne elec 1

A13581 Pin-—Back Pinte [aston GOCk) ee a ek 1

*A152875 Spring—Back Plate Latch Lock.............. 0.0.0.0... e eee 1

*A152753 PiGCO Re tt RE ood ce he vin ik vb os vial ee in oleae 1

A9275 Pin-—Back Plate Filler Piece. ogeeNS 1

*A152750 CRoieea ek Oe Ue en 6 be ale 1

BFAX1BB Pin—Cotter (Latch Lock and Lower Filler Piece).............. re

*A152854 Pi We Fy PIBORi eee ee Fb hd eee cee bed a
*A152869 FR CU es eis os Gee eek Wowee SRO Oe Scop Outale 1

*A152834 EE TNE ey bie dies ba a sack € al hepteind » ee otaes 1

*A152839 Plunger—Adjusting Screw. ....... 0.0. ccc cece ete e see cece ws 1

*A9300 Spring—Adjusting Screw Plunger.............0.0.0. e eee 1

*Standard Spare Parts and Authorized Assemblies
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Complete Parts List

ALTERNATE FEED BOLT AND DRIVING SPRING

Piece No.

*B147463
D28256
A9385

~A152858
A13529

*B17171
*B8976

B8946
*A9382
*A9353

*C4067
*A9524
*B8788

A9381
B9723

*A13595
*C4062

*B9718
*A9383

*B8959
*B9732
*A9273
*A9523
C4065

*C64305
*C64304

A152901
*A152899
B147508

*A152900
*A152898
*B147510
*B147509

*A13424

ROD ASSEMBLY

Bolt Assembly—Alternate Feed
Bolt—Alternate Feed

Description

Pate etd GOD ra i ae ae ting

og Ae | | Sa MaRS ae 128. AAR Rea  eae a

oe TUERE eyee ADE SL Ay OY eg 2783) A

Extension Assembly—Firing Pin
Extension—Firing Pin
Pin—Firing Pin Spring Stop

Ore PItIn P I i ee Ce ae yh he ae

PIPER SOCAN OL te Ns Dak A AN DN Ug

Stop Assembly—Sear
RIE CHOI acidic Ulan adie We ed teen eee ete aN in Nig

FE ee Ry CF OS ee a a are ae re Ny

Pegaan, Been) Fs PER Ra SN ReaTE RO MEUE Ire Me a caHig AG COS aA RRL a

FiCOCR SA eeeepi ie at
Batactor Ausable Se ea eS he as

ONaE A SAA Ey AL Cre AD one AST WRN Se ASAP ian GMMR Ady) SEIU ae

Set eye 8 ce Sea RELA SSC IEE UNDE RCL Ee aie yon lt SAME tae FE A dct

ya eC Rangea a Ra Oe ENA CL ky MET a

LePay 1 en REED CHES AES See MeO WE =A RTS VG EE IN RNR

Rod, Driving Spring, W/Springs, Assembly
Rod Assembly—Drivi
Head—Driving Spring Rod
Pin—Driving Spring
Rod—Driving Spring
Collar—Driving Spring Rod

ng Spring

Rod Retaining

Pin—Driving Spring Rod Collar Stop
Spring—Driving (Inner)
Spring—Driving (Outer)
Stud—Bolt

*Standard Spare Parts and Authorized Assemblies.

Quantity
Per Gun



OIL BUFFER BODY AND OIL BUFFER ASSEMBLY

Piece No.

*C3941
C8063

*B9712
*A9283
B9715

*A9266
*B8787A

*C8141
*B8790

A9276
*A9357

*C4077
*C8146
B9731

*A9361
*B17169
*A9267
A9380

*A9279A
*A9277
*A9297
A9299

*B8763
B9830
A9379

*A9528
*A9360
*A9393
*B8969

*A9784
B17175

*B8782
A9518

*A9520
*B9832

Complete Parts List

Body Assembly—Oil Buffer
Body—Oil Buffer

Guide—Oil Buffer

Lock—Oil Buffer Tube

Pek Ut eet tt dca eels Lt aca fyi RMU Gg cangties

Pin Assembly—Accelerator
Pitt ROG eSLSrato. eee ony aie SCN es aa Ml a AR

Buffer Assembly—Oil

Cap—Oil Buffer Tube

Packing—Oil Buffer Gland
Plug—Oil Buffer Packing Gland
Ring—Oil Buffer Packing Gland
Spring—Oil Buffer Packing Gland
Rod Assembly—Oil Buffer Piston
Rod—Oil Buffer Piston

Guide Assembly—Oil Buffer Spring
Guide—Oil Buffer Spring
Key—Oil Buffer Spring Guide
ESPek PRE a ay alae yin ok yee Tac gine bau phullaieatm id aye Rata

*Standard Spare Parts and Authorized Assemblies
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Description

Depressor—Breech Lock
Rivet—Breech Lock Depressor

Lock—Oil Buffer Body Spring

ES EE TE A a sn na
eA roti eha": Bite Vice gin hb alod ta ho OMNI a Ss sek an

Head—Oil Buffer Piston Rod
Nut—Oil Buffer Piston Head

Pin—Oil Buffer Piston Rod
Valve—Oil Buffer Relief
Screw—Oil Buffer Relief Valve
Spring—Oil Buffer Relief Valve
Valve Assembly—Oil Buffer Piston
Key—Oil Buffer Piston Valve
Valve—Oil Buffer Piston

Quantity
Per Gun



Complete Parts List

BARREL AND BARREL EXTENSION ASSEMBLY
Quantity

Piece No. Description Per Gun

*D35348A OEE i eho lSSeal yay 1

*C4082 Extension Assembly —Barrel. 2.306 ce ol ke ew os 1

D28254 BTM TILE 5. o.).ook cos Le Gc iti ces Cae No MG

*B9728 snonke--parre: Extenmion. 58. GE a 1

A9268 Pin-+-Barrel Extension Shank Lock) oe ee tee. 1

*B8925 Sera as) a a ec gah 0! 05 RR Re ]
*B8784 Pin Assembly—-Breech Lock0.66)eee oe. ]

A9274 ge tol A ns)akeRN ES |" Se A OE 1

A9357 perine--preech Lock Pin... 56SSPea ht i

*B8908 SHEL“ PET OL EAM ss Oe Se Oe ea alt 1

*Standard Spare Parts and Authorized Assemblies
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Complete Parts List

RECEIVER AND BARREL JACKET ASSEMBLY

Piece No.

D35480
C4076

D28264
A13572

*B147583
C64319
A13533

*A152938
*A152939
D28257
BFAXIDK
C4085

C4059
A9373

*A9501
D28262
A13598
A9392

*B147461
*A13556
*BFAXIBE
*B8943

C4086
B128730
D28261
A13598
A13698

C4087
C4061
C4070
A9367
D28263
A13522
A9292
A9391
A9390

A13521
A9387
A9500
A9799
A13558

Description

FOROS FAUT a cigs iy ng ke Ries wo eRe a

Block Ansembly-—Trvmnign:ceele ce saab ne

jE GSgstRee 2) A aR del RE ALL Ac aOR EE

Pieper vais a eee ae Sk Ba A ee

Cam Assembly—Breech Lock.............. 02.00.00. e eee

COO BM ce ek oi a. ead Maree Jv te Cce wa

Pig Dreece. TOGN e

BOit> rGOCH LOOK re ae PES 8 ae as

Plate Assembly—Left Hand Side........................4..
Bracket—Belt Holding Pawl (L. H.).......................40.
elas wleieabaree > wie edie
FN ee RN ty ise es vera ne Cummpeb #0268 a

cgSP COS OSA SI ec a Le RES. Re Ne

Rivet—Belt Holding Pawl Bracket (L. H. Long)...............
epee Galtermate Fees.a
Si Ne alciueyie Sh ine Wie Ne ie Sea i ee mane oo nt

Pin-— Switoh- Pivot Cotter. 0. 2a he ee

poNERA Ua aa HE RIDIN ge PORPIR aU eeTO /3 RR c

Plate Assembly- -Right-Hand Side...........................
Bracket—Belt Holding Pawl (R. H.)..............0.0.0.0000..
igMs AEER. Ob ARIZ ISSAC OTSA gv ea gtr RG C-t  a

Rivet—Belt Holding Pawl Bracket (R. H. Long)...............
Rivet—Belt Holding Pawl Bracket (R. H. Short)...............
PRO FOURI ei hg yak nc ino sa Wine wk weal woe Seatbe

BRN ECE CR Chiat a dey vie eic we Caw ee eee eR

eere illys aaa Rae CROP ie an MR MSN am ey bk eR

Se AO Patt SOE ROE OU eR oy ee ewes wed ee

pg asd SONU RIOR SAME AD aes ON SE MARIE De anes aicgTe ves RMpNY Hs

Rivet—Bolt Latch Bracket (Short)............. 0.0.0... 00000.

AMOhTt EOi rrtale PTC ey oe yt in cme yw ccanee

Sane eee:PE RCI 8 i a a 4 eae id wile Wee cs ka elae

nee Been oleaN |SgCIES ao ee Aas EELS OEE a

Hivet-—polt Loton- Bracket (Long) (30. iid bc dbs oe eal
PRR eC PR re ee ae as sia bokeh

be and EgeUA Gg Perna aa AH RDP eM) 10-4 RES

Rivet-—-Trannion Block (Short): 3.60 6 es ee ae ws i

Fivet---lranton Block (hong): ) osede

*Standard Spare Parts and Authorized Assemblies
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Complete Parts List -

RECEIVER AND BARREL JACKET ASSEMBLY (Cont.)

Piece No.

C77409
C77408
B8975
A13612
A13611
A13613

*A13539
#4413540
#4413541
*B8916
*B8963

A152567
B8917

*A13497
*A9522

*B8944
*B8683

A9519
B9786
A20708

*B8515
A13001
B8927

*BFAXIBE
*A13520
*C4052
*A152829
A13588

*A13565
A13546

*B8951
*A13566
BFAXICE

B8939
A13608

*C64290
*C4047

*B8910
*A13655

Stop Assembly—Rear Right-Hand Cartridge
Stop—Cartridge (R.H. Rear)
Pawl—Cartridge Aligning
Pin—Cartridge Aligning Pawl
Plunger—Cartridge Aligning Pawl
Spring—Cartridge Aligning Pawl
Stop—Cartridge Front
Stop—Cartridge Rear
Stripper—Link
Pawl—Belt Holding
Pin Assembly—Belt Holding Pawl
Head—Belt Holding Pawl Pin
Pin—Belt Holding Pawl
Spring—Belt Holding Pawl Pin
Spring—Belt Holding Pawl

Description

ey

ee

ee ey

ee

re

ey

ee

ee

ee

Ce er

Ce

PRN CE ri i ahaa a id salle WPM et Oa WeRCEE IN Geta s hl alanwrd Wee

Pin Assembly—tTrigger Bar
Key—Trigger Bar Pin
Lock—Trigger Bar Pin
Pin—Trigger Bar
Pawl Assembly—Cover Detent
Guide—Cover Detent Pawl
Pawl—Cover Detent
Pin—Cover Detent Pawl Cotter (No. 48 x 34”)
Spring—Cover Detent Pawl

Adapter—Trunnion
Screw—Breech Bearing Lock
Cover—Trunnion Block

Bearing—Barrel Front
Screw—Barrel Bearing

*Standard Spare Parts and Authorized Assemblies
#For Right-Hand Feed
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|

|

ee
ee

Ce ee

Cr

Spring—Trunnion Biock Lock
Pin—Trunnion Block Lock Cotter (No. 36 x 34”)

Cover—Top Plate
Screw—Top Plate Cover

Jacket Assembly—Barrel (With Front Bearing)

Jacket Assembly—Barrel (Less Front Bearing)

2

Ce

Ce

a

i

Cr

i

ee ey

a i
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ey
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Piece No.

*C4081
D28258
A152752
BMCXI
C64279
A9282
A9395
A9384
A9398
A9365
A9366

*BFAXICE

*B8964
A13586
A13587
B8930
A13544

BFAXIBB
*A13545
*B8928
*B8931
*A9271
*BFAXIDD
*BO741

*B8961
B8913
A13517
A13518

*A9351
*B8914
*B8962

A13519
A9357

*B261110
A147756
A9363

*C64278
*A13515
*A13516

Complete Parts List

“COVER AND BELT FEED ASSEMBLY

Description

Rivet—Countersunk Head (14" x 114"). ........2.0......

Ce WE REIealoe alae eg Gaeleh ws oa oe

Pin—Belt Feed Lever Pivot Stud........................
Washer—Belt Feed Lever Pivot Stud.............. agate

Stud—--Cover Extractor Spring... 0.6.0.5... 0005040

SRRREL RWI CARTCRE CORRE le win Gb Gg ye MAUUTe besa te eg

Pin—Belt Feed Lever Pivot Stud Cotter..................

Shaft Assembly—-Cover Latch.0.0.0...00. chu ee,
Lever+Cover Latch Gage,eeoe a
Pin—Cover Latch Shatt Lever...:................00....4.
UE OE CR oe a oes
Ray Cover Laton She ee a oY

Pin—Cover Latch Shaft Cotter............0......0......
Washer—Cover Latch Shaft............0.0.0.00.000....0.
CRN yc aus Gila Wile e arate aa ig CMME CU

SnRE Is erLCRe
RE NOI a ANE RO pe REGO Oh ean MIN RO) )). SN Ua

Pawl Assembly—Belt Feed................0. 0.00..0...0.

Pipe tiga de fsSMMC ONO ae TC Oe | ae

Pin-—Belt Feed Faw! Arm 6368edel
Pin—BeltFeed Pawl Arm Locating...................-..05..
opring——BDelt Feed Pawl 0). oo bly yk oe. 8

PEA Oe ROE OWE hee yn) Ww ows, yas
Pin Assembly—Belt Feed Pawl............0.0.0.0... 00000 c ae
Py BOO ROW ee CE eee Cs sa

Slide Assembly—Belt Feed.........................04..
SEE MMT Si cs eu AU Oe eT CU AMMA a

Stud-—Belt feed Paw! Spring... . oeeas

OMOEA ROMS SE he Pe els 2a ee a Pe a aoa ade

Plunger—Belt Feed Lever.......................0.04..
Spring—Belt Feed Lever Plunger.......................

*Standard Spare Parts and Authorized Assemblies
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Complete Parts List

Name

SPRINGS

moee Pinte Loten Opring......666 eb...

Adjusting Screw Plunger Spring.......
ESEe

iece es

Ilees
Driving Spring Rod Spring (Inner).....
Driving Spring Rod Spring (Outer)............
Oil Buffer Packing Gland Spring.............
Oil Buffer Relief Valve Spring................
SPPIOP NIO e

Mer Poed POW! opring......................%
Belt Feed Lever Plunger Spring...............
Cartridge Aligning Pawl Spring..............
Der ticingd Pawopring....................

-Cover Detent Pawl Spring............
Trunnion Block Lock Spring..................
*Maximum 23.0 Inches. Minimum 21.0 Inches.

75

Piece
No.

A9356
A9300
A9353

A9524

A9523
B147510

B147509

A9299
A9393
B9832

A9351

A13516
A13613
A9522
A13520
A13566

Free
Outside

Diameter
(Inches)

0.240

0.153

0.295

0.241

0.143

0.287

0.403

0.420

0.208

1.448

0.345

0.152

0.197

0.181

0.300

0.321

Wire
Diameter
(Inches)

0.042

0.027

0.059

0.033

0.031

0.039

0.053

0.047

0.034

0.125

0.038

0.031

0.026

0.030

0.055

0.031

Free
Length
(Inches)

1.125

0.668

3.218

0.560

0.340
22.000*
22.000*
0.810

0.450

5.875

1.050

0.718

0.750

0.78], nit

0.843
0.937

yew



Heavy Barrel, M2, Gun

The Browning Machine Gun, Caliber .50, HB, M2 is an air-cooled gun having a much heavier

barrel than has the aircraft gun. Its general appearance may be noted in Figure 70.

Figure 70. Browning Machine Gun, Caliber .50, HB, M2

The gun is normally fired in short bursts or in rapid single shots, and when used in this manner

firing may be continued for an appreciable length of time because the heavy barrel retards

overheating.

GENERAL DATA (Approximate)

bo ee, 8 TI RS Se SOG 5 rer ga NU AeaN pe eS Sales ae gear 81 lbs.

MRECIONE: CON DOCMNELeenRah anh a ee A a Ud 27.5 lbs.

ON MOT TEER) LN Gikic inte ns vale shaban UL are ath ages 45 inches

ETESRM es a aL gna PRU aeee SC Nae isk 8

ee ETRE REPRE OO he i BE Te, 1 turn in 15 inches

VOMIT TMNT Ce Cat SO oe a ae es 65.125 inches

eeTO no. 1 AN Raa AON SURES CTA NTS aaa ME Eg 2,935 ft. per sec. (2,000 mi. per hr.)
ESJTMOG ORNS SER ART Og AD en Dar 7 RN 400 to 500 rounds per minute
pARL ch GMBH is MONS AEP SEASPRE Ong aa Mr DOR Ry git ne oh ee 7,200 yards (4.1 miles)

In place of the barrel jacket assembly on the aircraft gun this gun uses a short, perforated barrel
support. The trunnion adapter of the aircraft gun is not used. The heavy barrel is removed from

the gun by unscrewing it from the barrel extension and withdrawing it toward the front. This

permits removing a hot barrel and installing a cool one without disassembling the remaining
mechanism of the gun. The handle assembly, shown just ahead of the barrel support, is used

for carrying the gun or as a means of turning the barrel when assembling, disassembling or

adjusting the headspace. It is moved to one side or down when the gun is being fired.

CAUTION: Disengage handle before turning so that headspace adjustment will not be altered.

The firing mechanism is modified somewhat from that included with the aircraft gun. A bolt

latch is provided to permit the gun to be fired semi-automatically. It also serves to hold the bolt

to the rear in order to keep the cartridge out of the hot chamber when firing has been suspended.
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Heavy Barrel, M2, Gun

BOLT LATCH RELEASE BOLT LATCH BOLT LATCH SPRING & PLUNGER _—— BOLT LATCH SPRING
res es a

omeernrnr nat ee Pe onencnmen

HMA HIMSATTYY

BUFFER TUBE SLEEVE ASSEMBLY BOLT lia BOLT LATCH ROD BOLT LATCH BRACKET

Figure 71. Bolt Latch Mechanism

The bolt latch is forced downward by the bolt latch spring. As the bolt reaches its rearward
position, the bolt latch engages a notch on the upper rear surface of the bolt and holds the bolt

to the rear, thus causing the gun to cease firing. The counter-recoil stroke is completed by

pressing down on the bolt latch release which is pivoted in the back plate. This raises the bolt

latch from the bolt notch and allows counter-recoil to take place. Providing a cartridge is in the

chamber, firing will be resumed when trigger action is supplied. If the bolt latch release is held

down manually, or if it is locked down by the lock on the buffer tube sleeve, the gun will fire
automatically. However, if the bolt latch release is pressed down but not retained in that
position, the gun will fire only once when trigger action is given.

The back plate spade grip assembly is similar to that used on the Aircraft Flexible Gun except

for the addition of the buffer tube sleeve assembly and the bolt latch release and spring.

Since the recoiling portion is much heavier than in the aircraft gun, its rearward motion is not

quite so rapid; therefore, it is unnecessary to have as much restriction in the oil buffer on the

recoil stroke. Accordingly, the oil buffer piston valve assembly, the gland packing, gland ring,
gland spring, oil and oil filler screws are omitted from the heavy barrel gun.

With these exceptions and a few changes in the accessories supplied, such as front and rear

sights, the heavy barrel gun is identical with the aircraft gun.
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Water Cooled, M2, Gun

The Browning Machine Gun, Caliber .50, M2, water-cooled, has a water jacket surrounding
the barrel for the purpose of preventing barrel overheating when firing for prolonged periods.

The general appearance of this gun may be noted in Figure 72.

Figure 72. Browning Machine Gun, Caliber .50, M2, Water Cooled

The water jacket contains ten quarts of water, and is kept filled by a hand pump from an

auxiliary water chest which has a capacity of about eight gallons. During firing, heat absorbed

from the barrel changes some of the water to steam. This is removed from the jacket with the

water being returned through the jacket outlet to the water chest.

GENERAL DATA (Approximate)

Weight of Gun (with watery) 26) .06. ee i ou. 121.5 lbs.

Weight of Gun (without water)........................ 100.5 lbs.

BeBen TRAN LE Seg a MIN LICL UN 16 lbs.

MRMIR OD PEM Uo mmo uke in iii a ie el 45 inches

cg PEsNEMECeRe EARL SUR ER 8

Twist—Right Hand............... sie an NN ti 1 turn in 15 inches

RPO LAM OE CR LS ie Oe ee 65.93 inches
PR Re i nia a a ra ti 2,935 ft. per sec. (2,000 mi. per hr.)
2 TIERS gs a Ra UR EOE)REEE 600 to 750 rounds per minute

oeAaa a sae Bee ito UIA SE AU Sa PAU LEC 7,200 yards (4.1 mi.)

As in the aircraft gun the barrel recoils. The water jacket, however, is stationary since it is

screwed on to the trunnion block. Thus packing glands must be provided near the breech and
muzzle ends of the barrel to prevent water from escaping from the jacket where the barrel
slides in and out of the jacket.

With these exceptions and a few changes in the accessories supplied, such as front and rear

sights, the water cooled gun is identical with the aircraft gun.
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I G MACHINE GUN CALIBER 50, M 2, AIRCRAFT BASIC |

; 13515PIECE NO. DESCRIPTION PIECE NO. DESCRIPTION PIECE NO. DESCRIPTION PIECE NO. DESCRIPTION
A9266 LOCK—OIL BUFFER BODY SPRING A13545 WASHER—COVER LATCH SHAFT ee <<>> B8916 PAWL—BELT HOLDING B9718 LEVER——COCKING

AQ267 NUT OIL BUPFER PISTON HEAD A13546 PIN—TRUNNION BLOCK COVER RN M4 } B8925 LOCK—-BREECH B9731 CAP—OIL BUFFER TUBE
fa, 6427

aan iat Meaile A13556 NUT—SWITCH PIVOT B8928 LATCH——-COVER B9732 EJECTOR
A IN—-EJECTOR ; :9273 PIN EC A13565 LOCK——TRUNNION BLOCK d 8914 B8931 SPRING—-COVER LATCH B9741 SPRING—-COVER EXTRACTOR
A9275 PIN—BACK PLATE LATCH ‘)

A13566 SPRING—-TRUNNION BLOCK LOCK he cE B8943 SPRING—-SWITCH B9832 SPRING—OIL BUFFER
A9275 PIN—BACK PLATE FILLER PIECE <a Le A ‘

A13581 PIN—-BACK PLATE LATCH LOCK B8944 <.B8928 B8944 BAR—TRIGGER B17169 HEAD—OIL BUFFER PISTON ROD
A9277 PLUG—OIL BUFFER PACKING GLAND ae

A9279A PACKING—OIL BUFFER GLAND A13588 COVER-—TRUNNION BLOCK Ne es [BFAX1Bb B8946 EXTENSION—FIRING PIN B17171 PIN—FIRING

Bet B | facetA9292 RIVET——TOP PLATE BRACKET A13595 SLIDE—-SEAR bastdodia (UU RMU ee a aye CEO B8949 LATCH—BACK PLATE B147461 SWITCH

A9297 RING—-OIL BUFFER PACKING GLAND A13611 PLUNGER—CARTRIDGE ALIGNING PAWL B8951 SHIM—TRUNNION BLOCK B147463 BOLT ASSEMBLY—ALTERNATE FEED

A9299 SPRING—OIL BUFFER PACKING GLAND A13612 PIN——-CARTRIDGE ALIGNING PAWL B8961 PAWL ASSEMBLY—BELT FEED B147464 LOCK—BACK PLATE LATCH

A9300 SPRING—-ADJUSTING SCREW PLUNGER A13613 SPRING—-CARTRIDGE ALIGNING PAWL B8515 BFAXIBE pe962 PIN ASSEMBLY—BELT FEED PAWL B147583 CAM ASSEMBLY—BREECH LOCK
BFAX1DD

A9351 SPRING——BELT FEED PAWL A13655 SCREW—BARREL BEARING a ani B8963 PIN ASSEMBLY—BELT HOLDING PAWL B261110 SLIDE ASSEMBLY—BELT FEED
—— ae A13520

A9353 SPRING-——FIRING, PIN A152750 PIECE—-LOWER FILLER Suse B8964 SHAFT ASSEMBLY—CQVER LATCH BFAX1BB PIN—-COTTER (LATCH LOCK & LOWER FILLER PIECE)

A9356 reatunidanna WURea kh rahaat mae tace A152753 PIECE—BACK PLATE FILLER 8823" ‘  |praxise 1 BE969 VALVE arte BUFFER PISTON BFAX1BB PIN—-COVER LATCH SHAFT COTTER

S360 Sets cic Mn ieeealdaoe hen A152829 SCREW—BREECH BEARING LOCK I B9741 aaae A13546 | ahuneoe B8975 PAWL—CARTRIDGE ALIGNING aides a HALapptaia lil aR SOREse.
A9361 SCREW—OIL BUFFER TUBE FILLER Al ELOTO d

. A152834 SCREW—ADJUSTING - aan al —_ A13588 BFAXIBE PIN——-COVER DETENT PAWL COTTER
A9367 STUD—TOP PLATE BRACKET B147461 A152829

A152835 DISC—-BUFFER Be916 BFAX1BE PIN—-COVER LATCH SHAFT COTTER
A9380 PIN—OIL BUFFER PISTON HEAD NUT P :

PLUNGER—ADJUSTING SCREW
A9382 PIN—-FIRING PIN SPRING STOP rodmonint ” neh pepe) A13655
pees Be COCin Ever A152854 PIN—-LOWER FILLER PIECE 7

A9391 STOP—TRIGGER BAR (FRONT) A152869 PLATE—-BUFFER

A9393 SPRING—-OIL BUFFER RELIEF VALVE A152875 SPRING—BACK PLATE LATCH LOCK mA

A9522 SPRING—-BELT HOLDING PAWL A152938 BOLT—-BREECH LOCK CAM a
A13655

A9523 SPRING——EJECTOR A152939 NUT——-BREECH LOCK CAM BOLT B8951
eeoen ne A13540

A9524 SPRING——SEAR Be515 PAWL ASSEMBLY—COVER DETENT D35480 “aa \c77408 A1356
uy cca

AoSZ6 MYi espe eis B8683 PIN ASSEMBLY—TRIGGER BAR A13611 a, A13539 a

sami shee muscu B8763 ROD ASSEMBLY—OIL BUFFER PISTON A13613 bua Jeraxice
A13515 PLUNGER—BELT FEED LEVER Ta BEETEh AL wisi PIECE NO. DESCRIPTION PIECE NO. DESCRIPTION
A13516 SPRING—-BELT FEED LEVER PLUNGERprpeenn RANT Agee aSReOE BS8784 PIN ASSEMBLY—-BREECH LOCK ; cd BFAX1CE PIN—-BELT FEED LEVER PIVOT STUD COTTER C4070 BRACKET—TOP PLATE

BS787A LOCK—OIL BUFFER TUBE hy I C4065 BFAXICE PIN—TRUNNION LOCK COTTER C4081 COVER ASSEMBLY
A13522 RIVET—-BOLT LATCH BRACKET (SHORT) [ Ni ON osoie

ett A an c4082 EXTENSION ASSEMBLY—BARREL EXTENSION
A13529 STUD—BOLT SWITCH Beane a uaeor oa (esres | corse ae 7 |ac273

ceo) 88 | BFAX1DK PIN—-COTTERA13539 STOP——-CARTRIDGE FRONT B8790 PIN ASSEMBLY ACCELERATOR A9523 D IN co C8141 ACCELERATOR

A13540 STOP——CARTRIDGE REAR Bs908 SPRING—BARREL LOCKING ‘eieeue | ——= C3941 BODY ASSEMBLY—OI§ BUFFER C8146 TUBE—OIL BUFFER

A13541 STRIPPER—LINK Ageoys B8910 BEARING—BARREL FRONT come ed C4047 JACKET Fol fa RREL(LESS FRONT BEARING) c64278 LEVER—-BELT FEED

B8914 ARM—BELT FEED PAWL iterureraneiptreeneinreteeetr ES ce c4052 ADAPTER—TRUNNIO C64305 ROD ASSEMBLY—DRIVING SPRING

| A152839 C64305 G a C4061 BRACKET—-BOLT LATGH C77408 STOP—CARTRIDGE (R. H. REAR)

j i A9393 B x en: i c4062 SWITCH—BOLT D35276 PLATE—-BACK
A9300 A9353 B B7171 Pitt :8946 C4065 EXTRACTOR

A152835 A152869 D35276 A152753 ne B147463 D35348A BARREL
E nssiililblbiesssti) 382

A9528 — w © A9360 C4067 SEAR D35480 RECEIVER ASSEMBLY

a So
A9361 ant A13424

= c8146 | pBeg969 B9731 A9277A152834 :

BFAXIBB ~~ A152750 iv WC
ai35e1 | ym f — a | ce) , \ ehvies mY D35348A

fe ‘ \
B147464) A9279AI = { ag267 817169 2

A152875 nineeee i — BFAX1IBB A9297
= A9299 1B8790

BFAX1BB seh tach 7 ss

aie tl B8949
A9356 B8787A B8784

MANUFACTURED BY |

AC SPARK PLUG DIVISION, General Motors Corporation, FLINT, MICHIGAN FRIGIDAIRE DIVISION, General Motors Corporation, DAYTON, OHIO
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